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Monday, July 16 2001

Watson found
guilty Saturday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
After an hour and a half of deliberation, a jury found Rick Watson
guilty of animal cruelty, a court
spokesperson said.
"We were very pleased with the
verdict," said Kathy Hodge, president of the Calloway County
Humane Society.
Hodge and members of the
Humane Society attended all court
proceedings from Wednesday, July
11, at 8 a.m. through Saturday. July
14, when the jury reached its 6:30
p.m. verdict.
"Judge (Leslie) Furches said this

was the first four-day court session
in the history of district court,"
Hodge said. "It was long; it was
complex. The fact that there were so
many large animals involved will set
a precedent for the whole state of
Kentucky."
Watson could face12 months in
jail and pay a $500 fine.
Currently, Watson's herd of horses and goats are in the custody of the
county; however, the Humane
Society is working to help find
homes for the animals.
"Our priority is to get the animals
in the care of responsible people,"
Hodge said.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo

LAZY DAYS OF SUMMER ... Perfect summer weather lent itself to a variety of activities on Kentucky Lake this weekend, even
if some of those activities weren't especially active, as this family of sunbathers demonstrates.

Local 270 area codes disarrnearin fast
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The western
half of Kentucky is gobbling up a new series
of phone numbers, surprising Kentucky regulators who expected the numbers to last at
least a decade.
A national forecast last month of phonenumber use predicted area code 270 could
use up its 7.5 million numbers in 2093. The
area was split from 502 in 1999.
The problem isn't just the explosion of
cell phones, pagers and other telecommunications gear, which has rapidly used up
phone numbers as everyday communication
has gone high-tech.
Another cause is a system of assigning
elephone numbers to service providers that
sates back to clunky central switching cen-

ters and the monopoly of old Ma Bell. A
byproduct of that system in recent years was
that many phone numbers, assigned in large
blocks to fledgling tele-com providers,
never made it into service.
For
years, only
the
Federal
Communications Commission had the
authority to implement measures to conserve phone numbers. But as area codes
began to run out of numbers, states have
become more involved.
Kentucky has petitioned the FCC to
allow it_to change the way numbers are
assigned in area code 270 before consumers
there have to endure the expense and inconvenience of another area code split.
The key is a plan to cut by 90 percent the

number of possible phone numbers a
provider can receive at one time.
The current federal system assigns phone
companies blocks of 10,000 numbers, even
if a company needs far fewer to meet the
demand of a community or customer base.
That means thousands of numbers can go
unused.
There's a national move to limit the size
of those number blocks, or pools, to 1,000.
NeuStar Inc., the company handling the
pooling process for the FCC, is planning to
issue,a schedule next March for converting
the nation's area "codes to 1,000-number
pools.
But Kentucky's regulators say NeuStar
will deal with the largest markets first. That

will be OK for the 502 and 859 area codes,
which have about three years left, but by the
time NeuStar gets to area 270 it will be too
late to prevent a split.
So the Kentucky Public Service
Commission wants the power to reduce the
block size itself and require proyiders to tell
it how many of their numbers they have
assigned and how many they expect to use
in a reasonable amount of time.
New technologies have made the process
easier. Older phone switches — which are
used to move
around the system —
_ calls
—
were designed to handle blocks of 10,000
numbers, nothing less.
Then
Congress
passed
the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 —

Murray man stable
after accident, fire

3-Vehicle
wreck leads
to arrest
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A three-vehicle accident in
Murray over the weekend resulted in
one arrest and one person being
taken to the hospital.
A 1984 Ford Tempo driven by
Steven Rose, 19, Princeton, Ky., was
traveling southbound on KY 121
North at approximately 9 p.m.
Sunday when it ran the red light at
the intersection of Highway 121 and
16th Street.
A 1979 Chevrolet Caprice driven
by Jeremy Goodman, 21, was northbound on 16th Street at the time.
Goodman's vehicle entered the intersection and was struck in the passenger side by Rose's vehicle. Rose's
vehicle then collided with a 1998
Ford Expedition driven by Lora
Murphy:37, Almo, Ky., that was
stopped northbound on Highway
121 at the red light.
Murphy and a passenger.Jennifer
Koel, Murray, were not injured.
Goodman also was not injured.
Rose was arrested by the Murray
Police Department for driving under
the influence and driving under the
influence on a suspended license. He
is currently lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. No bond information
was available as of press time.
A passenger in Rose's vehicle,
Steven McKenzie, 17, Eddyville,
Ky., was transported to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital by ambulance. He checked out of the hospital
at 10:25 p.m. against medical
advisement.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times .
A Murray resident was transported to Nashville following a one-vehicle
accident Friday afternoon, according to information from .the Kentucky
State Police.
Kelly Stevens, 37, was traveling northbound on KY 97 when he apparently crossed the center line and then overcorrected attempting to get back
into the right lane.
Stevens' vehicle left the right side of the road and struck a tree. The vehicle then caught fire, and a passerby at the scene pulled Stevens from the
vehicle.
Stevens was taken to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and was
then transferred to Vanderbilt Hospital. He is currently listed in stable condition in the hospital's trauma unit, a hospital spokesperson said this
(Monday) morning.

MELISSA STONEBERGER Ledger & Times Photo

SHINING & SINGING ... Aubry Scholls, Kathy Dobbins and Victoria LaFont (left to right) sing
gospel music during "I'm Gonna Let My Little Light SHINE!" for the Playhouse in the Park
Summer Dessert Cabaret Saturday night.

Music, desserts proved filling at
annual theatrical Cabaret
producer Pete Lancaster.
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
"We have never done gospel, but people kept askStaff Writer
Outside on the deck of the Playhouse in the-Park ing for gospel," he told the crowd.
Lancaster said attendance for the cabaret is usualbuilding Saturday night, just in earshot of children
splashing in the pool and playing on the play ground, ly around 100 people, and all the proceeds go to help
the annual Community Theater Summer Dessert support the community theater. Desserts for the
Cabaret let loose with the sounds of soul-tingling evening were provided by Fifteenth & Olive restaurant and by local homemakers.
gospel.
However,it wasn't just the desserts that drew peoEven though the cabaret has been a tradition for
approximately 20 years, this was the first time ple out. Jane Combs. an Almo. Ky., resident, said she
Southern gospel sounds have been performed, said •See Page 2
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Gas prices drop
as supply rises
CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) — Trilby Lundberg said in a statement.
sSince peaking on May 18 at
Gasoline prices dropped nearly 13
cents in the past three weeks as sup- $1.76, prices have tumbled more
than 25 cents.
plies rose, an analyst said Sunday.
Crude oil pricks went up during
The average price of gasoline,
including all grades and taxes, was the same three-week period, but not
$1.51 Friday — down 12.8 cents enough to counter the price drop
since June 22, according to the brought on by an increase in producLundberg Survey of about 8,000 gas tion for summer driving.
"If crude oil prices don't rise.
stations nationwide.
As a result, consumers are paying gasoline prices are likely to fall fur16 cents a gallon less than a year ther, although at a slower pace."
Lundberg said.
ago.
Honolulu and Tulsa. Okla.. had
"After having been warned by jittery officials and consultants of a the highest and lowest gas prices in
shortage and $3 gasoline tys sum- the nation with $1.91 and $1.16,
mer — which never materialized — respectively.
we see bargain prices." analyst

www.murrayledger.com
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designed to increase local competition for
phone service — and required companies to
update their systems to allow customers to
keep their phone numbers even when they
changed providers.
That same technology allows companies
to be assigned and use smaller blocks of
numbers — as few as 1,000 --- within an
exchange.
That could delay a split of area code 270,
said Wayne Bates, telecommunications
engineer -for-the -Kentucky Public Service
Commission."The delay is not forever, but
it could be years and years until you have to
do something.-
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Cato to
open here
July 25
Special to the Ledger
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Cato
will open its newest store here on
Wednesday. July 25, by the WalMart Supercenter off Route 121 and
Highway 641.
"Cato offers mall specialty store
fashion and quality at discount store
Company'
said
prices,"
President/CED John Cato. "We are
excited about the opening of our
newest store in Murray."
Cato is a leading specialty retailer of value-priced women's fashion
apparel and accessories.
Remeesa Davis of Princeton will
manage the new store. As store
manager. Davis' responsibilities
include supervising the store's associates, providing customers with
assistance in wardrobe selection.
and maintaining strong store visual
presentations.
The Cato Corporation is a leading specialty retailer of value-priced
women's fashion operating two
divisions, "Cato" and
Fashion!."
The Cato Corporation operates
more than 850 stores in 23 states.
Currently there are 29 Cato \totes
located throughout Kentuck

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & TimeS Photo

CALLED TO THE SCENE ... Murray firefighters responded to a report of a gas leak outside
Domino's Pizza on 12th Street Sunday evening. Three trucks and 11 firefighters responded.
No leak was found.

The following are meetings
and announcements of interest to our readers:
July 1 6
• Murray-Calloway County
Park Board. 6 p.m.. Murray City
Hall Council Room.
July 17
Fiscal
• Calloway County

KentuckyBriefs

Missouri Synod elects
Texan as new president

Town
Court, 7 p.m.. Calloway County
Judicial Building, District Court
Room.
July 20
• Calloway County Board of
Education Special Meeting.
4p.m., Calloway Board Office,
2110 College Farm Rd.

Kentucky State Police
• For the week of July 8 through July 14, KSP Post 1 Mayfield opened
34 criminal cases; made 34 criminal arrests; worked 25 accidents;
answered 273 complaints: and made 12 DUI arrests. No fatalities were
reported.
• KSP responded to a report of a stabbing just east of Mayfield on KY
1710 Saturday. Upon arrival, officers found that Kristopher B.
Youngblood, 22, Mayfield, Ky., had been stabbed repeatedly while
involved in an altercation with Paul B. Robertson, 19, also of Mayfield.
Youngblood was transported to Jackson Purchase Medical Center by
Graves County EMS. He underwent surgery and is listed in stable condition. Robertson was apprehended after he was found hiding in a vehicle on State Route 1710. Robertson was charged with first-degree
assault and is lodged in the Graves County Jail. An investigation is continuing by the KSP, which was assisted by the Mayfield Police
Department.
• The Paducah Police Department and KSP Post 1 received a complaint Sunday of a juvenile being abducted from the city and then taken
to a location in Livingston County and sexually assaulted. After receiving
a description of the vehicle involved, the Paducah Police Department
located the vehicle and took Brian Mason Moffitt, 30, Paducah, into custody. The juvenile had already been released when the arrest was made.
Moffitt was charged with kidnapping, rape and sodomy. An investigation
is continuing by the KSP and the Paducah Police Department.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Ellie Kenneth Jackson, 38, 754 Wallace Road, Murray, was arrested
Thursday on charges of possession of marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia, two counts of endangering the welfare of a minor, trafficking marijuana over eight ounces and first-degree possession of a
controlled substance (methamphetamine). Jackson is currently lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on $5,000 cash bond.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations
from respective agencies.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — The city of Owensboro is hoping a family
gospel act can help replace some of the economic loss felt when a giant bluegrass festival left town five years ago.
In 1996, the International Bluegrass Music Association's annual convention and Fan Fest brought in an estimated $2.4 million for the city, the state
said. But the next year, the IBMA moved its convention to Louisville.
Now the Crabb Family, a 13-member Ohio County-based Southern gospel
act, is moving its three-day Homecoming 2001 festival to Owensboro.
"We're expecting people from both coasts and maybe Europe," Kathy
Crabb, matriarch of The Crabb Family, said last week. "These people are
fanatics. They're not chasing rock bands now. They're chasing gospel."
Solid Gospel Radio, a Nashville-based radio service, will broadcast The
Crabb Family Homecoming live from 6 -11 p.m. on July 28.
Cindy Jones, president of the Owensboro-Daviess County Hotel/Motel
Association, says most motels in the city have rooms booked for the festival.

ST. LOUIS(AP)— The Lutheran Augsburg confessional statements,
Church-Missouri Synod elected a made shortly after Martin Luther's
new president Sunday at its annual death.
Kieschnick, of Round Rock,
convention who pledged to help
unify the denomination and spread Texas, said he wants to hold conversations with Evangelical Lutherans
its message.
"The focus and mission of the and foster fellowship with other
church has to be communicating the churches, while working to strengthlove, mercy and grace of Christ to en the synod's congregations, espethe people of the world," said Gerald cially those with declining numbers.
Kieschnick . succeeds the Rev.
Kieschnick, 58, has been president
of the denomination's Texas district Alvin L. Barry. who died in March at
age 69 of complications from
since 1991.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — There was no big winner in Saturday's $2.6 milThe synod does not allow clergy leukemia. Since Barry's death, the
Lotto Kentucky drawing. lottery officials said.
lion
Rev.
the
by
led
to participate in joint worship servic- church has been
The jackpot will increase to $2.7 million for the next drawing.
es with nonconfessional Lutheran . Robert T. Kuhn, 63, who had been
Ten tickets matched five of six numbers to win $1,000 each and 434 tickEvangelical vice president.
,bodies, including
Special to the Ledger
ets matched four of six numbers to win $50, officials said.
The Missouri Synod has congreThe Calloway County High School Sic-Based Decision Making Council Lutherans, the largest Lutheran
Saturday's winning numbers were 2, 18, 19, 23, 28, 29 (two, eighteen,
state and about 60 nineteen, twenty-three, twenty-eight, twenty=nine).
front-office.
school's
eintrenes--getinfis--in-every
the
Montlay-t-in
Confessional
diunli body.
x`cttertuted-m -meet at noon -today-t
are those that accept the entire foreign countries.
The meeting is open to the public.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — A Madison County man died after his tractor
rolled on top of him while he was mowing his yard, state police said.
Wayne A. Gray, 57, was riding a Ford 9000 with a bush hog attached
about 11:15 a.m. EDT Sunday when the road near the yard he was mowing
gave way, police said. The tractor tipped over and Gray was thrown to the
ground. The tractor then rolled over Gray, police said.
Gray was found dead at the scene, which is 11 miles north of Richmond,
("On most cars & trucks)
according to the Madison County coroner's office.

SBDM Council scheduled
noon meeting for today

•
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Pick 3:
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Pick 43
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(270)753-9500

96 East Main Street •753-5606

CAVE CITY, Ky. (AP) — A teen-ager fell through an opening in Crystal
Onyx Cave and cave experts have been trying to rescue the boy since 3 a.m.
Monday.
Authorities said the teen was exploring with a friend in a cave just east of
Cave City when he fell through a small opening about midnight Sunday near
the Crystal Onyx Cave Gift Shop. It's believed the teen is about 60 feet from
the cave entrance.

• Music ...

Mattel Employees:
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You will soon be making some
important decisions concerning
your retirement benefits. You'll
need to protect your sayings from
taxes and penalties.

Don't take a chance
by going it alone.
The choices you make now about your retirement benefits could have a
huge impact on the quality of your retirement.

•Should you take a lump sum payment?
• Can you receive a monthly income at your age?
• What are your investment alternatives?

3 months
S20.25

Call Hilliard Lyons for a icree, no pressure review of your choices.
'Hilliard Lyons dues not provide tax advice Please consult with your lax advisor regarding your specific circumstance,,
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6 months
S40.50

1 year
S78.00
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other mail subscriptions - 5130.00.
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• What are your tax consequences?
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couldn't think of a better way to
enjoy the evening.
"It's just a pleasant way to spend
the evening," she said.
Onedia White, Hazel, Ky., who
has played the piano for many
dessert cabarets, said cabarets are
important because they get the audience involved.
"People respond better to the live
stage," she said. "It brings so many
different kinds of people together."

And while the Community
Theater Dessert Cabaret wrapped up
for another year, there is another
chance to taste some of the community's talent and dessert.
Friday and Saturday night, July
20-21, Just Kiddin' presents "A
Salute to the Grand Old Opry" at
Playhouse in the Park at 8 p.m. The
cost will be $5 and the show will
involved many children and their
parents, said Holly Bloodworth and
Tracy Leslie, co-directors. Desserts
will also be provided.

Check Out Today's Today Section

Save $$ with a
discount on
State Farm car
insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify:
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

www.statefarm.com

MISS YOUR PAPER?

HIWARD LYONS
A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
Investment products
-Are not FDIC insured -May lost value -Carry no bank guarantee

S MILLIARD W L LYONS INC

MEMBEA NYSE AND SO.(

www hilliard corn

Call the circulation dept between
5:00-6.00 p m Monday-Friday or
4.30-500 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916
Murray Ledger & Times (LISPS 308-700
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by Mur,ay Ledger & Times

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Offrea Bloomington, Illmois
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Shark bites Fla. Panhandle surfer
near site of 8-year-old's attack

Calloway
Board
calling
special
meeting
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold a special meeting this Friday. July 20, at 4 p.m. to
review the architectural/engineering
plans for Phase I and II for the high
school's renovation.
The board will also go into executive session to discuss the possible
purchase of property.

Blondes DO
have more
fun; No. 1 at
box office
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HOW SWEET IT IS! ... Audrey Ferguson pours molten
caramel into a bag of popped corn as she concludes a
demonstration during Friday's Food-A-Rama held at
Westside Baptist Church.

PENSACOLA, Fla.(AP) — On the attack.
Jessie sometimes appears to
the same day doctors offered good
news about the condition of the 8- understand what's going on around
year-old boy healing after a shark him, according to the medical team
tore off his arm, a surfer some six that reattached his arm after a 200
pound bull shark
miles from that
attacked him, also takattack felt a shark's
ing a large bite out of
jaw close on his leg. "We're proceeding
his thigh.
The 48-year-old
with the lovely
"We're proceeding
surfer, whose name
words of cautious with the lovely words
was not released,
optimism.
was surfing Sunday
of cautious optimism.
Everyday, we
afternoon off Santa
Everyday, we seem to
Rosa Island when
seem to progress progress a little bit furthe shark bit him on
a little bit further." ther," said Dr. Ian
chief
the leg, causing
— Dr. Ian Rogers Rogers,theinboy's
interan
puncture wounds,
surgeon,
8-year-old's chief
view Sunday morning
said Lt. Bob Clark
surgeon on Sunday's
on NBC's "Today"
of the Escambia
"Today" show
Sheriff's
show.
County
Dr.
Office.
Juliet
He was in good condition at a DeCampos said the boy from Ocean
local hospital. The surfer told wit- Springs, Miss., appears to be
nesses he had noticed small fish and responding to family and doctors
a large shadow below him, but did- after days of being in what was
n't think anything was wrong until described as a light coma.
he was bitten.
On July 6, Jessie was attacked at
The attack occurred about six the Gulf Islands National Seashore
miles from where young Jessie as he played in knee-deep water at
Arbogast was attacked earlier this dusk. The loss of nearlyall his blood
month. On Sunday, doctors treating damaged his organs.
While he was still listed in critiJessie said his brain may not have
been damaged from blood loss after cal condition Sunday at Sacred

Heart Children's Hospital, he has
squeezed the hand of relatives in
response to being asked.
Jessie's favorite candy bar may
have brought more progress in communicating. DeCampos said the
boy's grandfather told her Jessie
"would do anything for a Snickers
bar."
"So I gave that a shot," the doctor
said.
"I brought in a Snickers bar and I
saw Jessie's eyes were open and so I
dangled it before him, and his eyes
fixed on that Snickers bar, and sort
of followed it around, and he almost
seemed to try and form a word like
'Give me that Snickers bar,"
DeCampos said.
"But he didn't actually say that,
I'm sorry."
Meanwhile, an 18-year-old
tourist from Cincinnati was bitten
on the foot Sunday by a 3-foot shark
while riding a boogie board off
Amelia Island, about 38 miles north
of Jacksonville, officials said.
Tim Flanigan was treated in the
emergency room this morning at
Shands Jacksonville hospital, an
official said.
His condition was not immediately available, she said.

LOS ANGELES(AP) Moviegoers prefer blondes.
Reese Witherspoon's law-school
comedy "Legally Blonde" debuted
as the weekend's top film, taking in
$20.4 million, according to studio
estimates Sunday.
The heist thriller "The Score,"
starring brunettes Robert De Niro
and Edward Norton, premiered in
second place with $19 million.
The PTO has scheduled "Meet grade-6 p.m.; 5th grade-6:30 p.m.;
Special to the Ledger
Marlon Brando co-stars.
Teacher" night on Wednesday, 7th grade-7:20 p.m.; and 8th gradethe
Studenj who will attend the
Last week's top movie, "Cats &
7:40 p.m.
1, from 5-6:30 p.m.
Aug.
Schools will register
Dogs," fell to third with $12 million. Murray C
are
students
School
High
Murray
The animated sci-fi adventure for the 2001-2002 school' year,
Students who will attend Murray
"Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within," according to the following schedule: asked to pick up their schedules and
High or Murray Middle who have
• Murray Elementary "Fee Day" pay school fees in the commons area
starring a computer-generated
not been pre-registered are asked to
brunette, opened at No.4 with $11.5 will take place on Tuesday, July 17. of the high school between 9 a.m.call the school as soon as possible.
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have been turned
million. That take pushed the Parents whose children attend noon on July 25 through July 30,
Phone Murray Middle School at
down before.
movie's total since opening Murray Elementary last year and according to the following schedule:
753-5125 and Murray High School
parents who registered in the spring Seniors, Wednesday, July 25;
Wednesday to $19.1 million.
Loans available for bad credit, divorced and bankruptcy buyers.
26; at 753-5202.
The overall box office declined are asked to attend Fee Day to con- Juniors, Tuesday, July
No Co-Signers Needed
More information on registration
significantly compared to the same firm their children's attendance in Sophomores, Wednesday, July 27;
30.
Thursday,)uly
will be available in the Murray
weekend last year, when "X-men" school this year and pay the general and Freshmen,
Call Ruthie or Dennis
There will be an open house for
Ledger & Times "Back to School"
debuted with a whopping $54.5 mil- school fee. of $25. They may also
753-2222 or 1-800-992-7334 24 hrs.
insert, scheduled to be published
lion. The top 12 movies grossed purchase "debit card" to pay for freshman and their parents on
Monday night from 6-8 p.m.
Friday, July 20.
$108.3 million, down 25 percent school lunches.
(across from Toyota of Murray)
Murray Middle School students
Parents whose children are not
from the same weekend a year ago.
Hollywood remains on track to pre-registered are asked to register and their parents are to register and
break its summer revenue record set their children. They must bring a pay school fees on "Meet the
in 1999. Big films remaining include valid Kentucky immunization cer- Teacher" night, Wednesday, Aug. 1,
"Jurassic Park III" and "America's tificate, an official copy of the stu- 2001, between 6-8 p.m. They may
Sweethearts" this week, "Planet of dent's birth certificate (no hospital visit the classrooms at any time durproudly announces the addition of
the Apes" the following week and certificates), the student's social ing the two hours, but they are asked
"American Pie 2" and "Rush Hour security card, and a completed phys- to register in the cafeteria according
to the following schedule: 4th
ical examination form.
2" next month.
Blonde,"
In
"Legally
Witherspoon plays a Caligirnia
sorority girl who follows her snooty
ex-boyfriend to Harvard Law School
after he dumps her for being too
blonde.
"I think it just looked bright and
1510 Chestnut St.
fun," said Robert Levin, head of dis759-3663
tribution for MGM, which released
"Legally Blonde."
Estimated ticket sales for Friday
through Sunday at North American
to his general dentistry practice.
theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc. Final figures are
Call for appointment Monday-Friday
to be released today (Monday).
(evening hours available)

Murray schools announce 20012002 registration schedules

Auto Loans

Auto CreditMax

DR. STEVE FARMER, DMD
Dr. Brad Robertson, DMD

1. "Legally Blonde," $20.4 million.
2. "The Score," $19 million.
3. "Cats & Dogs," $12 million.
4. "Final Fantasy: The Spirits
Within." $11.5 million.
5. "Scary Movie 2," $9.5 million.
6. "The Fast and the Furious,"
$7.8 million.
7. "Dr. Dolittle 2," $7 million.
8. "Kiss of the Dragon." $5.8 million.
9. "Al. Artificial Intelligence," $5.1
million
10. "Lara Croft: Tomb Raider," $4
million.

1711 121 By-pass

753-2200

Ifyour doctor recommends open heart surgery,
come to Western Baptist Hospital
and stay closer to home.
Discharged at noon. At home with your granddaughter by 1:00 p.m.
When someone has a heat procedure, they want

to

be close to loved ones and home. So if your doctor.
has recommended open heart surgery, consider

We can help answer
your questions about
401K ROLLOVERS
and
HEALTH INSURANCE

this: Western Baptist Hospital performed over 4,000 cardiac-related
procedures including 419 open heart surgeries last year alone. Our
pioneering leadership has provided western Kentucky with the very
latest techniques and technology, right here at home. For open
heart surgery, many hospitals do have one thing Western Baptist
Hospital doesn't - a long drive home.

WESTERN
BAPTIST
HOSPITAL
24-Hour Chest Pain Hotline • 1-800-5754911
www.westernbaptist.cOrn

Experience.' The difference a leader makes.
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

Jail, prison population disproportionately minority
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — New figures people were incarcerated somewhere in
from the 2000 census and the Department of Kentucky, whether in a jail, state prison,
Corrections show that minorities, especially federal prison, juvenile center or halfway
black men, make up a disproportionate share house. Just under 10,000 were black, and
of the inmates in prisons, jails and halfway 9,200 were adult black males — about one
of every tl black men in the state.
houses in Kentucky.
Black men were just 3.2 percent of
Why? Some say it's largely a matter of
economics — unemployment, made worse Kentucky's total adult population but made
by low educational attainment — and the up one-third of the people in correctional
institutions. In state prisons, 36 percent of
peculiarities of state and federal drug laws.
You find more poor people who get inmates were black, up from 31 percent in
charged with offenses," said Jesse 1990. Blacks make up 7.3 percent of
Crenshaw, a legislator and Lexington attor- Kentucky's total population, which now
ney. Unemployment historically has been tops 4 million.
The numbers invariably raise questions
higher among blacks than for the state as a
whole. Crenshaw noted. "If you're poor and about whether the legal system is stacked
don't get an education, it's so tempting to against blacks.and other minority groups.
get involved in one type of criminal activity —Past attempts to find out have been less than
or another. Then you look up, and you're in conclusive.
Another such attempt is going on now —
prison."
Thc 2000 census showed_ that 28,388 &Commission on Racial Fairness, appointed

—The Courier-Journal,
Louisville, on DNA testing
on convicted felons:
Every state takes DNA samples from convicted sex offenders for use in a nationwide database. With this resource detec, tives can search for matches with
DNA samples taken from crime
scenes.
But while states such as
Virginia and Indiana have gone
further by taking samples from
all convicted felons, Kentucky
has lagged behind, testing only
sex offenders.
The result? As staff writer
Andrew Wolfson reported
recently', Virginia and Indiana
police departments have solved
hundreds of crimes in which
they had no other leads.
Kentucky in contrast, has had
only three matches, with no convictions so far.
Suspicions about potential
abuses of DNA testing are
understandable. Certainly, precautions must be taken to prevent insurance companies from
accessing such information in
order to reject applicants whose
DNA indicates a sickly future.
And police should not be able
wantonly to test huge groups of
people in hopes of turning up a
match,as has happened elsewhere.
But the dramatic success that
expanded DNA databases have
had in Virginia, Indiana and
dozens of other states should
serve as an example for
Kentucky.
Research suggests that about
60 percent of convicted rapists
have previously been convicted
of burglary. Thus,simply
expanding Kentucky's testing to
include convicted burglars, as
well as sex offenders, would
undoubtedly provide many
promising new leads.
A more comprehensive DNA
database would cost the state a
fair amount of money. Testing
burglars would require an estimated $1.8 million initial cost
plus $173,000 annually. But the
returns would be far better than
what taxpayers are getting now,
and the number of crimes likely

years.
Not so crack cocaine, a comparatively
cheap drug often identified with the black
community. Its possession always has been
a felony. And in federal law, penalties for
trafficking crack cocaine are more severe
than those for trafficking the powder
cocaine.
Kentucky Public Advocate Erwin
"Ernie" Lewis said po;icing also has been a
factor. Drug enforcement agencies targeted
crack, which led to sting operations in black
neighborhoods to catch crack dealers.
"We weren't going to the country clubs
and we weren't going to the universities. We
were going to the poor neighborhoods and
buying quarter-ounces of cocaine," Lewis
said. "You get the kind of fish you drop the
lure for."
Crenshaw, the attorney, said poor defendants also are less likely to get probation

because they are less likely to have a job or
a stable home life — factors a judge has to
weigh when deciding whether the defendant
is a good candidate for probation instead of
jail.
"Go to any county's courthouse and just
sit there. Try to discern how many of the
people are poor. It's very apparent,"
Crenshaw said.
"We need to do everything we can to provide better education for people, better jobs,
because — this is my belief — there is a
direct connection between people being
poor and them making unwise decisions that
cause them to have criminal records."
EDITOR'S NOTE—Charles Wolfe is a
statehouse reporter for The Associated
Press.

Washington Today

Editorial rink,,,
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from
around Kentucky. The editorials comment on a variety of issues. Some editorials may have been condensed for
space purposes. These editorials are
not to be mistaken as representing a
position taken by The Associated Press
or the Murray Ledger & Times:
•••

by Chief Justice Joseph Lambert to study
whether bias exists in courtrooms in
Jefferson County.
The commission has not yet reached any
conclusions. But the man heading it, Court
of Appeals Judge William McAnulty, who
like Crenshaw is black, believes the economic factor is dominant.
"We're sometimes deceiving ourselves
when we analyze it only as a race issue,"
McAnulty said. Prison inmates are likely to
be "at the bottom of the economic chain and
at the bottom of the education chain," he
said. "How many prisons are we going to
build before we see how much cheaper it is
to do other things, like enhance schools?"
Then there are the drug laws. Barren
County Commonwealth's Attorney Phil
Patton noted that possession of methamphetamine, "a drug of choice among rural
whites," was a misdemeanor until recent

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

to be prevented or solved would
be a bargain for $173,000 per
year, about what it costs to add
four new police officers.
The state House and Senate
couldn't agree on an expansion
WASHINGTON (AP) well, for complicating his national missilelast winter. They need to over— Democrats may control defense program.
come the deadlock and at least
the Senate, but there are
In fact, Pentagon plans to go ahead next
add felons convicted of burglary
limits to how much muscle April on construction for new tests could vioto Kentucky's database.
they can flex. One measure late that 1972 treaty, Deputy Defense
•••
they back overwhelmingly Secretary Paul Wolfowitz told Congress last
—The Lexington Herald-Leader
but have decided against week. - on state's DUI law enforcement:
trying to revive is a global
Bush also has registered contempt for a
nuclear test ban treaty, a treaty establishing an international criminal
With district judges in some
pact most U.S. allies have ratified.
court..
Kentucky counties saying bloodPresident Bush is expected to tell leaders of
The text-han treaty failed on a 48-51 vote
alcohol test results for first-time
tor in 5 I iat-ttentocracies-and- Russia at a -o-rr tr. 13. 1999. All 51 votes against irwere
offenders are being obtained in
Group of Eight meeting next weekend in Italy cast by Republicans.
an unconstitutional manner, you
that he considers the treaty a dead issue.
Treaty proponents say they have since
have to wonder whether the
The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty was picked up five more potential "yes" votes. But
President Bush
state has an enforceable DUI law
rejected on a mostly party-line vote by the that only brings the total to 53 -- 14 short.
right now.
Even so,"We have made it quite clear that
GOP-run Senate in October 1999. Many
"The math is still not in favor of ratificaThe judges who suppressed
Democrats would like a second run at it now tion,- said Daryl Kimball, director of the we have no plans to ask the Senate to reconthat they have regained control. But Bush's Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers, a pro- sider its 1999 vote," State Department
the blood-alcohol results in
spokesman Richard Boucher said. "So we're
flat opposition is making that impossible.
treaty group.
recent cases said the warning
Treaties, constitutional amendments and
"It can't move forward because George W. not going to ask the Senate to do anything with
that must be given to DUI susveto overrides all require two-thirds margins Bush is anti-treaty. Bush has assumed the this tretty."
pects before the tests misrepreThe administration says it has no plans to
of approval rather than simple majorities. With Jesse Helms mantle on many of these issues."
sents the consequences of firsttest nuclear weapons, but does not want to be
a one-vote edge in the 100-member Senate, Kimball asserted.
time offenders' refusal to take
Democrats have enough trouble marshaling 51
Helms, R-N.C., always suspicious of inter- bound by such a treaty.
the test and, therefore, violates
First suggested by President Eisenhower in
votes to pass a bill. Lining up 67? Forget it.
national entanglements. single-handedly
their right to due process.
Democratic leaders say they will not take blocked the test ban traaty for two years as the 1950s, the Proposal to ban all nuclear testIn effect, the judges found that
up the measure, even though advisers told chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee. ing was signed by President Clinton in
The current committee chairman, Sen. September 1996. It now bears 161 signatures,
the warning, added to the statute Bush he cannot legally withdraw it from the
Senate.
Joseph Biden, D-Del., supports it, as does while 71 nations have ratified it — including
by the 2000 General Assembly,
"There's no way this is going to pass if Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle. D-S.D. 31 of the 44 deemed "nuclear capable."
threatens first-time offenders
All 44 must ratify it for it to take effect. The
Bush
opposes it It's too bad. It should pass," But they have decided to hold back, at least for
with punishment that is more
13 holdouts: Algeria, China, Colombia, North
Sen. Carl Levin,D-Mich.,said in an interview. now.
strict than what the law proLevin, chairman of the Armed Services
No treaty has ever won Senate ratification Korea, Congo, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran,
vides.
Israel, Pakistan, the United States and
Committee,said there is no point in bringing it over objections of a president.
These decisions leave police
up "unless there's a chance of getting it ratiAdministration officials do not buy the Vietnam,
and prosecutors across the state
Bush probably will not get much sympathy
fied. I think we should not have proceeded last Helms comparison. But they readily concede
in quite a dilemma. The warning time, even though we favored it. It was a set- that their failure to push the test ban pact for his position when he meets in Genoa, Italy,
back to force a vote on it.is required by law, and the
amounts to a death knell. The White House with leaders of Britain, France,. Germany,
What
is
it
about
Bush
and
treaties?
He
has
even
researched lAtits to yank it back: State Japan, Canada, Italy and Russia. All eight
statute is fairly explicit about the
have ratified the pact.
one
he
likes.
not
yet
met
Department
lawyers said they could not.
wording of the warning.
He
has
shown
as
much
disdain
for
the
test
Once
submitted,
a
treaty
remains
before
the
Failure to issue the warning
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum has
ban treaty as he did for the Kyoto accord on Senate until and unless ratified, even if that
presumably could get the test
covered Washington for The Associated
global warming. He is itching to pull out of the takes decades. A "no- vote merely puts it back
results thrown out by the courts.
Press since 1973, including five
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with Moscow, as on the stack of measures under consideration.
presidencies.
Issuing the warning in wording
that doesn't conform to the
statute presumably could produce the same results.
But issuing the warning the
By FREDERIC J. FROMMER
Dairy importers counter that producers," said Rep. Tammy Importers
Association
of
statute requires definitely will
Associated Press Writer
their biggest-selling items are Baldwin, D-Wis.
America, -Other countries would
get the test results for first-time
WASHINGTON (AP) — Got specialized imported cheeses,
But. according to the U.S. see we're doing this, and will be
offenders thrown out in some
cash?
which gain little from generic Dairy , Export Council, other emboldened to do the same to
That is what dairy importers 'campaigns aimed at boosting countries do not require their U.S. exports."
jurisdictions.
would be asked under legislation demand for dairy products.
importers to pay for promotional
Officials with the British
It's a classic "damned if you
requiring them to help pay for
The National Milk Producers campaigns — giving American Embassy and the European Union
do and damned if you don't" sit"Got Milk" and other promotion- Federation estimates extending products the same free advertising declined comment.
uation for law enforcement offial campaigns.
the fees to imports would bring in overseas.
Baldwin said her,goal is not to
cials.
U.S. dairy farmers already pay an additional $7 million to $8 milEngland, for example, uses the promote parity among countries
The ultimate solution, of
15 cents per hundred pounds of lion a year for the program. It now catch phrase "The White Stuff" to but among agricultural products.
course, is for the General
milk sold to fund promotional receives $240 million a year from help stimulate demand for dairy She noted that U.S. promotions
Assembly to correct its mistake
efforts on behalf of the industry, domestic dairy farmers.
products.
for beef, pork, cotton and other
at the earliest practical time.
which include celebrities wearing
Because it takes 10 pounds of
Almost 20 House members products assess fees on imports.
milk mustaches and commercials milk to make a pound of cheese, from both parties have joined
In the meantime, we hope the
Koby countered that people
touting "Ahh, the power of imported cheeses would be - Baldwin in sponsoring the legisla- seek out imported cheeses in a
state's appellate courts, which
cheese."
assessed about 1.5 cents a pound tion. A similar measure is being way that they do not shop for beef
almost certainly will be asked to
The
bill
would
for
the U.S. promotions.
extend
those
pushed in the Senate by Sens, or pork.
review the district judges' decifees to dairy importers, under the ; "Whether it's cheese from Russ Feingold and Herb Kohl,
"We're selling the cachet of
sions, will expedite that process
" argument that they get the same France or nonfat powdered milk both D-Wis., and Larry Craig, R- the Italian and French cheese,"
so lawmakers will know exactly
promotional benefits from the from New Zealand, importers Idaho,
Koby said. "That gets muddled
what corrections are needed to
campaigns without paying for receive free promotions for their
If it passes. warned Richard when you do ads for domestic
assure that Kentucky has an
products paid for by our dairy Koby, director of the Cheese cheese."
them.
enforceable DUI law.

Treaty death knell

Lawmakers want dairy importers to pay for promotions
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McConnell rejects professor proposal

Deaths
William Reese Adams

Elmo H. Gardner
The funeral for Elmo H. Gardner
was today (Monday) at 11 a.m. in

the chapel of Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy is officiating. Burial
will follow in Liberty Cemetery.
Mr. Gardner, 80, Mills Lane,
Buchanan, Tenn., died Friday, July
Veterans
at
2001,
13,
Gardner
Hospital,
Administration
was
death
Nashville, Tenn. His
from injuries sustained in a four-wheeler accident.
A former business man in Murray, he was a veteran of
World War II.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Angie Cathy
Gardner; one daughter, Mrs. Lynne Hopson and husband, Charles, Dupo, Ill.; one son, Ronny Gardner,
Hazel; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Barbara Windsor and
husband, Randy, Lynn Grove; two stepsons, Larry
Sledd and wife, Donna, Mt. Vernon, Ind., and Russell
Sledd and wife, Kathy, Almo; two sisters, Mrs. Agnes
Hosford, Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Este11 Hart,
Memphis, Tenn.; two brothers, Earl Gardner and wife,
Hilda, Murray, and Lewis Gardner, Poplar Bluff, Mo.;
14 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.

Funeral rites for William Reese Adams were Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Donnie Cooper officiated with the eulogy by
Jason Pittman. Music was by
Janice Graves, Michael Milby and
Ricky Cunningham.
Pallbearers were Clint Myatt,
Craig King, Ben Geurin, Jason
Koger, Josh Peck, Matt Lovett,
Ryan Reed. Jamie Erwin, Mitch
Tidwell, Robbie Graves, Eric
Young, Jeremy McClure, Phillips
Jones, Corey Ahart and Patrick
Adams
Greer. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Adams, 21, Old Murray-Paris Road, Murray,
died Thursday, July 12, 2001, at 10:30 p.m. from
injuries sustained in an automobile accident near
Hazel.
Survivors include his parents, Billy and Sherla
Adams, one sister, Mrs. Eleshia Brandon and husband,
Ricky, and one brother, Brooks Underwood and wife,
Mandy, all of Murray; his grandmother, Mrs. Virginia
White, Puryear, Tenn.; seven aunts; several cousins.

Mrs. Mala Modene Brown
Mrs. Mala Modene Brown, 69, Amory, Miss., formerly of Murray, died Thursday, July 12, 2001, at 1
p.m. in Amory.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge
of arrangements.

Mrs. Dorothy V.B. Holland
Mrs. Dorothy Veronica 'Bowie Holland, 72,
Middlesboro, formerly of Murray, died Saturday,
July 14, at 4:25 p.m. at Britthaven of Pineville at
Pineville.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

NASA researches passageway
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) spacewalks from the station in
- Astronauts early Monday American spacesuits. They have
worked to hook up a new $164 mil- been able to step out into space
lion air lock aboard the internation- from a Russian segment of the
al space station in preparation for space station wearing Russian suits,
but U.S. suits are incompatible with
putting it to work later this week.
"It's a big milestone in the whole the Russian systems.
"It simply added to the spacestation assembly program because
when we complete the air lock task walking capabilities that we already
we will have completed the first had," said U.S. astronaut Susan
phase, the initial phase of space sta- Helms, who has been at the station
tion construction," space shuttle for four months along with Russian
Steven cosmonaut and commander Yuri
Atlantis Commander
Lindsey-said-of the-14-.&-buili._..air Usachev.. -and U.S. astronaut- Jim..
lock, which was attached to the Voss.
Helms maneuvered a 58-foot
space station Alpha early Sunday.
"When we leave we'll have a fully Canadian-built robot arm, added to
Alpha in April, to hoist the air lock
operational space station," he said.
The 6 •112-ton, U.S.-built air lock from Atlantis' cargo bay and attach
will enable astronauts to conduct it to the station while Atlantis astro-

nauts Michael Gernhardt and James
Reilly II prepared it for transport
and wired it up on a six-hour spacewalk.
Problems with computers needed
to operate the arm held up Atlantis'
flight for a month. Efforts to solve
those problems proved successful
with its "flawless" performance,
Helms said.
"We did have a hiccup a couple of
months ago, but that's what testing
is all about," she said.
Caernbardl and Reilly will conduct
two more spacewalks during the
shuttle's weeklong stay to add four
high-pressure gas tanks to the air
lock. If all goes well the third spacewalk, on Thursday, will be the first
from the air lock.

Fuel oil becomes safety hazard
Fuel oil contamination threatens not only public safeCHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP)- Hundreds of fuel oil
and propane tanks damaged in'record floods that bat- ty, but also can cause health problems such as
tered southern West Virginia earlier this month are tick- headaches and breathing difficulty, said Dr. Henry
ing time bombs that threaten public safety, state offi- Taylor, director of state Public Health.
-That is a definite public health hazard," Taylor said.
cials said Sunday.
"Propane, whether in the small bottles or a 200 gallon "Not only because of the safety of the building and the
tank, is very dangerous," said Steve Kappa, director of potential problems of the building, but fuel oil is perthe state Office of Emergency Service."Those tanks are meating the semi-rotten wood. It's a very serious situalodged all over the place so we have to police them up." tion and we do not recommend people live where fuel
.Hazardous material teams with the Environmental oil was once used."
The situation heightens the need for temporary housProtection Agency were to begin arriving Monday to
start cleaning up, Bill Adams, general counsel with the ing, Wise said.
"We're going to have, conservatively, 1,500, perhaps
state Department of Environmental Protection, said duras many as 2,500 homes destroyed in some way," Wise
ing a Sunday evening briefing with Gov. Bob Wise.
In the Rhodell area of Raleigh County alone, where said. "It's important that people constantly see motion
one out of every two homes rely on fuel oil for heat, and improvement. I want them to know as they have
crews will likely encounter at least 150 damaged tanks, gotten out of their houses or cleaned them out that we
are working with them to find them secure housing."
Kappa said.

U.S. they choose not to go through with
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
Sen. Mitch McConnell rejected a (them)," Vestal said. "He's a loyal
University of Kentucky proposal alum of the school and sometime, I
earlier this year to create a visiting suppose, down the road, we'll come
up with a proposal that clicks and
law professorship in his name.
go forward with it."
McConnell is a 1967 graduate of
McConnell declined an interview
•
the UK College of Law.
The proposal called for him to request from The Courier-Journal in
raise $2 million in private contribu- Louisville on why he rejected the
tions for the Mitch McConnell idea.
Robert Steurer, McConnell's press
Endowed Chair of Constitutional
and Public Law, with the money secretary, said in a statement that
being matched by the state under the McConnell "was honored and gratified" by the offer and turned it down
"Bucks for Brains" program.
Allan Vestal, the law school's "because it was not feasible at that
dean, said McConnell did not give a time. He looks forward to continuing to support and work with UK in
reason for rejecting the idea.
"We make a lot of proposals to the future."
So far, efforts to place the
people, and for a variety of reasons

McConnell's name on an academic
program at the Lexington campus
have failed. An idea was floated
about two years ago to have the
College of Law name its deanship
for the senator, but faculty members
rejected it.

Boaters missing after
boat-barge collision
BETHLEHEM, Ind. (AP) - A
search was being conducted on the
Ohio River this morning for five
people, missing since the small boat
in which they were riding collided
with a tow of barges, according to
the Jefferson County, Indiana
Sheriff's Department.
"We have no names yet, but we
have received calls from Kentucky
concerning people who are missing
and have not returned home," said
Dispatcher Stephanie Chapin.
The collision happened about 5:15
a.m. EDT Sunday, said Lt. Steve
Garcia, a Coast Guard spokesman. It
happened at mile marker 568, just
upriver from Bethlehem, in Clark
County, said Indiana Department of
Natural Resources conservation

officer Mac Spainhour.
The search by Coast Guard and
Department of Natural Resources
officers began shortly after a towboat crew pushing 15 barges heard
someone on the river yelling for
help, Garcia said.
Spainhour said that about 90 minutes later searchers.recovered some
seats, a cooler, fish bait, a baseball
cap and a broken oar.
Spainhour said the seats resembled those normally found on a 16to 17-foot-long runabout.
The river was closed for about 45
minutes between mile markers 566
and 568 just before 4 p.m. to allow a
police dive team to search the area.
The river was reopened after nothing was found.
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Caring is the main ingredient
in her recipe for happiness
rer
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DIGITAL HEARING HELP
Ask anyone who knows her and they will tell you that
caring for people is second nature to Jane Curd. Whether
it's family, friends or her customers at The Murray Bank,
Jane provides the perfect blend of caring, concern, friendliness and professionalism with everyone she meets!

100% Digital Hearing Aid Technology
Is Helping People Hear Better!
Now the power of computers can work to
help you hear better. Our new 100% digital
processor analyzes and then adjusts sound in
accordance with your individual needs.

You will enjoy:
*CLEARER - MORE NATURAL SOUND
*REDUCED BACKGROUND NOISE
•AUTOMATIC OPERATION
*IMPROVED TELEPHONE RECEPTION
•SMALLER SIZE- PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE
Let us prove how good digital hearing can be.
Contact the professionals at Stone-Lang and
schedule your hearing evaluation...today!

Jane is one of the main ingredients in our success.
Whether she's assembling a great retirement plan, cooking
up the perfect IRA or pampering our staff with one of her
awesome home-cooked meals, Jane is a valuable asset to
our bank and our community.

Call Today
(270)753-8055
1-800-949-5728
Outside Murray

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St.• Murray
A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"
"SINCE 1876

Jane is just one more reason The Murray Bank is how
banking should be!

he
laray Bank
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753-LOAN
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Jo's Datebook

Births

By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor

Reece Conner
Milby

MOM AND ME is an educational playgroup
for mothers and their infants and toddlers to
be held Wednesday from 10-11 a.m. in the nursery area of First Presbyterian Church, located
at the corner of Main and 16th Streets.
This is a great time to meet other moms and
their children.
If you have any questions, call Michelle at
762-7410 or Trish at 762-7333.

Michael and Cara Milby of
Wrather Road, Almo, are the parents of a son, Reece Conner Milby,
born on Tuesday. June 12, 2001, at
7:38 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
The baby weighed six pounds 11
ounces and measured 19 inches. A
sister is Alexandrea.
Grandparents are Mason and Karen
Milby and Margaret Conrad Nickell, all of Murray, and Robert W.
Nickell of West Liberty.
Great-grandparents include Mrs.
Eloise. Conrad and the late Chester
C. Conrad of Harrodsburg, Mrs. Ella
Nickell and the late J. Wendell NickM il by
ell- of- West—Libeity, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Roberts and the late Calvin Milby, and the late Sylvester
and Kathleen Boyd Pascal!, all of Murray.

Angel Alert is issued
An Angel Alert for a full size bed with mattress and box springs
for a family has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource
Center. Any person having these items to donate is asked to call the
center at 762-7333.

Community Council will meet
The Community Early Childhood Council will meet Wednesday at
noon at Pagliai's. Anyone interested in improving children's early
experiences, whether at home, school or childcare, --die invited to
attend. For more information contact Michelle Hansen at 762-7410.

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday

Drake Riley Rainey
Brock Ramey and Stephanie Chancellor of 4373 Olive Hamlett
Rd., Benton, are the parents of a son, Drake Riley Ramey, born on
Thursday, June 28, 2001, at 2:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds and measured 20 3/4 inches.
Grandparents are Greg and Sherrel Chancellor and Mary Jane and
Danny Noles, all of Benton

Kentucky Lions All-State
Band performs at ovent

Murray Country Club
ladies will play golf
Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the Club.
Any person not listed in the
line-up but desiring to play may
come and be paired at the tee.
Betty Lowry will be hostess.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1B - Ann Stanley, Beth
Belote, Toni Hopson and Louise
Lamb.
Tee DX— 7—TerTene Sullivan.
Frances Hulse, lnus Off and Venela
Ward.
Tee 5 - Evelyn Jones, Nancy
Trawick, Cathryn Garrott, and Amy.
McDowell.
Tee 8 - Norma Frank, Carolyn
Sanning and Ann Brown

CELLTOUCH,
verizwwfretess
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hertlees on Chestnut St.)

76 7 - 9 1 1 1
Call us to compare!

Tee 10 - Betty Stewart, Linda
Burgess, Mariln Adkins and Barbara Gray
Rainey Apperson, hostess, has
announced the winners of last
Wednesday's ladies day golf as
follows:
Championship flight - Jerlene
Sullivan, first. Vee Severns, second.
First flight - Betty Stewart, first,
Jennifer Crouse-. second.
Second flight - Ann Brown,
first, Barbara Gray, second.
9-bole winner - Ann Stanley,
first, Toni Hopson, second.
Tied for low putts were Linda
Burgess and Inus On.

FREE
FOR LIFE!

Theatres

Hook up your home phone service!
PI•essescli

No cre411t Clreciqf

$39.95

1008 Chestnut St.

p4us tax

110=T1011 FEE!

NO CHECKS

,-..—.
.0

_
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SCRAPBOOKING CLASSES BEGIN

."

Wild Raspberry will be offering thefollowing classes & crops."p

July 19th - 6:30 p.m. Pages with Diane Rensal
• July 21st - 10:00 a.m. Pop-up
July 24th - 6:30 p .m. Fun with Mulberry
July 26th - 6:30 p.m. Recipe page cwaps
Call or come by to sign up

(270) 753-0859

cla

The Kentucky Lions all-State
Band assembled at Murray State
University on June 29 to prepare
for their performance at the Lions
Club International Parade and convention in Indianapolis, Ind.. July
/-7.
•
Eighty-five high schools students from across the state made
up the membership of the band
with approximately 59 schools rep--resented.
Students from the area were Ashley Hulse, Calloway County High;
Brittany Gremore. Munay High;
Elizabeth Tucker and John David
Tucker, Mayfield High: Jessica
Norwood and Kevin Johnson, Marshak County High: and Brandon

590

Some restrictions may apply Cellular service subject to credit check and approval
Expires 7131/01
for eal termination o' contract Other restnctions ma a
Fee will be char

.-., .....!

BAND PERFORMS.. Brittany Gremore (left) Murray High
School. and Ashley Hulse, Calloway County High School,
were two of the students performing with the Kentucky
Lions All-State Band at the Lions Club International Parade
and Convention at Indianapolis, Ind.

W&R bn
"
)
I

Downtown Murray • wildraspberrythomestead.com/wildraspberry.html

;

The Fast & The Furious
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50. 720 - 9:35
The Score
R - 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:20 - 9:50
Scary Movie 2
R - 1:30 - 3:20 - 7:30 - 9:20
Final Fantasy
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7 10 - 9:30
Cats & Dogs
PG - 1:10 - 3:15 - 715 - 9:10
Dr. Dolittle 2
PG- 1:20 - 3:30 - 7 10 - 9:20
Kiss Of The Dragon
R - 3:50 - 950

RED HOT
NEW
SHIPMENT DOLLAR DAYS
Weeping
Pussy Willow
Red
Crape Myrtle

starting
Mon., July 16 bring in
those Hot Bucks.
Use towards purchase of
anything in the store
Sale Good thru Tues., July 31.

White
Hydrangea Trees

946141zee

Weeeee:(49
Antioch Church of Christ

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. For information call Lottie Brandon at 753-3517 or Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Reid reception will be tonight
A reception in honor of Dale Reid, new principal at Murray High
School, will be tonight (Monday) from 7 to 9 p.m. in the board
office on South 13th Street. Murray. The public is invited to attend
to meet the new principal.

Library closed this week
Calloway County Public Library will remain closed until Monday,
July-23T- -to take inventory -and--for—eomptiter—up-grade&. During this
time the outside book drop will be open if persons desire to return
books, but remember videos are not to be placed in the book drop.
This will be "fine free" time while the library is closed.

Murray IAAP Chapter to meet
Murray Chapter of IAAP (International Association for Administrative Professionals) will hold a rebate night and monthly meeting
tonight (Monday) at Mr. Gatti's. Chapter members and families will
meet at 6 p.m. for a short meeting. For more information contact
Sarah Alexander at 762-3328 or any IAAP member.

- Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Monday) at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office at the school,
according to Janet Byassee, principal.

Murray Band Boosters to meet
Murray Band Boosters will have a general meeting tonight (Monday) at 8 p.m. in the Murray Middle School - band room. Plans for
the 2001-02 Murray 'band program and a reception for Murray High
School's new band director, Dee Bishop and his wife, Johnnie, will
be made. All band parents are encouraged to attend. For more information call Margaret Rall at 767-0091.

MHS Athletic Boosters to meet
Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will meet tonight (Mondaj,) at 7 p.m. at the central school system control office on South
13th Street. This will be an open meeting. All parent sport representatives, coaches and parents are invited. Preparation for the fall sports
kickoff and membership drive will be discussed.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a special called meeting tonight (Monday) at 4:30 p.m. in the
office of Principal Stephen Kroehler. One item will be on the agenda.
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Play every Tuesday Evening

Speaker:

Speedball 7pm Regular
We Have PULLTABS
6:30pm

STEVE JOHNSON
Minister of North Lexington Church of Christ
Lexington, KY

Services:
9:00 a.m. — Sunday School • 9:45

////

29 GAM ES

Progressive Payouts!
Up in $200 per game depending on I of players•

Everyone Welcome (18 yrs or older)
504)1(

Preaching

alf
/WS Of COlaINVS 44111

A meal will he served after morning services.

Services each evening at 7:30 p.m:
Everyone is invited to attend

Open: Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Hospital retirees will meet

arrive with your child to sign the proper form prior to his/her exam.
These physicals are sponsored by Calloway County Medical Society
and the hospital. For information call 762-1248.

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
7534725 — 800-472-8852

Weeping Chem

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

Lodge meeting Monday

Program Information
Call 753-3314

user

Depression group will meet

Want to know what
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet tonight
(Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Highway 121 North
your kids need for at Robertson Road North.
school...check out
Free sports physicals available
our BACK TO
Free sports physicals will be offered to student athletes of Murray
and
Calloway County on Saturdays, July 21 and 28 at the MurraySCHOOL section
Calloway County Hospital Outpatient Services, South Ninth Street. If
your child has not turned in a signed school physical form, please
coming soon

A.I. Artificial Intelligence
PG13 - 1:00 - 7:00

lung Wills

Trout, Graves County High.
In addition to attending the
convention activities, the band visited the Louisville Slugger Museum, toured Indianapolis, spent one
afternoon at the Indianapolis Zoo,
toured the Wright Air-Force Museum in Dayton, attended the OmniMax Theatre in Cincinnati, and
for fun the group spent a day at
Kings Island near Cincinnati before
returning to their respective_hones
on July 7.
Every year since 1982, the
Lions Clubs of Kentucky have
funded a band to perform at the
Lions International Conventions
that have been held in the Continental U.S.A. The KLASB did
attend the convention held in Montreal, Canada, in 1996.
Arvin Crafton from the Murray Lions Club has been involved
with the band since its beginning
and has served as state chairman
for many years. He and his wife,
Martha, have -organized and chaperoned many of the band trips
with the help of other volunteers.
Those helping as chaperones
and arrangers this year were: Bill
and Helen Roberts from Murray,
Janet Caldwell from Mayfield, Ed
and Julia Young from Louisville
and Jackie Weatherford from Murray.
Past International Director,
Yancey Watkins of Murray, led
the wax in organizing the first bands
and served as state chairman for
those years.
The KLASB was under the
director of David Caldwell from
.Mayfield. Caldwell has been a
high school band director for many
years and has recently gone into
school administration. David and
his wife, Janet, have been very
instrumental in making the KLASB
a fun and successful program.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m.
at Calloway Inn, South 12th Street, Murray. This is for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call
Barbara at 436-5032. Sandy at 1-270-382-2995 or Bob at 1-901-5849332.

For more information contact (270)345-2660 or (270)328-8247

1141114Y PAR
WfS7(MAR Milt)
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Cards starting
at $10.00

MAIM Ilf011

wl
Night
SPEEMNALL
2 games at 50% of Me pot 2 at 75% and 2 at 90%

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
A Non-profit Charitable Organization

Plays 12
Games

Featuring nigh* spectals at SI pecadc.$2iorSree Special carry over 7 + + • 'Regular game noRefreshments cony and FREE popcom served Kentucky Chentafee Gang License itiORGOOX,514
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Attention — all adults who have been
worried about "what in the world is
going to happen to this country." Relax.
If Alex Van Sickle is an example, we
are going to be in good hands. This
nine-year-old has a deep love of our
country, thinks before she speaks, and
has a definite opinion. Besides all of
that, she is very smart.
We don't have to all agree, but it is
just wonderful to run across a young girl
who cares about this state of the union.
When ftlex was in Mrs. Kim Anderson's fouh grade social studies class at
Murray Middle Sç.bool, she was asked to
do a boo projpet.
set the stage for
you readers,--it' was ding the recount
for the highest office in the land, the
President of the Unite4 States.
Alex chose to do a scrapbook about
the campaign of then coy. George W.
Bush. I have to tell yo Alex's quote to
me, "If Gore wins I wilt move to
China." So Alec Baldwin,"the ITKLYie star,
didn't have a thing on our Alex.
Remember, he said, "If Bush wins, I w I
move out of the country."
When Mrs. Anderson finished grading
all of the projects, she returned Alex's
,
scrapbook to her with a big A-. Alex's
parents, Lindy and Todd Van Sickle,
were so proud of her they talked her
into mailing the scrap book to then Gov.
Bush, during the vote recount.
Low and behold this past May, the
new President George W. Bush wrote
Alex a personal letter saying how wonderful he felt about her work, and that
Mrs. Bush also sent her best wishes.
Along with the special letter came a picture of President Bush.
The entire family, including Alex's little brother. Richard, and her grandparents,
Annie and Richard Knight, are pretty
proud of this young girl's work.

By
Rainey Apperson

HISTORY AWARD...Dale Parker, field representative for Woodmen of the World Lodge 728,
fourth left, presents Anna Scott, senior at Murray High School, third right, with the 2001
History award. Also pictured are, from left, Rachel Jackson, Faye Childress, luta Hudson,
Lavonia Rowland and Dot Bazzell.

LOVES HER PRESIDENT...Alex Van
Sickle is pictured holding a personal letter from President George W.
Bush and also a picture of the president she received with the letter.

Oaks Country Club will play golf
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular golf
day on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at
the golf course.

HISTORY AWARD...luta Hudson, president of Woodmen of the world Lodge 728, third left,
presents Whitini Steele, senior at Calloway County High School, fourth right, with the 2001
History award. Also pictured are, from left, Chris King, history teacher, Lavonia Rowland,
Dot Bazzell, Rachel Jackson and Faye Childress.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
League holds play
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
had its weekly golf play on Wednesday, July 11, at the Hamrick Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Sue Thetford was the winner
A of the golf play when she came
in with a low score of 29 with
her handicap. She also had low putts
of 13 for the nine hole event.
Other members present were
Evelyn Blivin, Betty Cardwell,
Freda Elkins, Dotty Elliott, Joan
Greasemer, Hazel Hill. Ina Hor-

ton, Helen Hubbs, Edith Lamond,
Mary Madajczyk, Bobbe Manning,
Delana McCuiston, Betty Qua!kenbush, Helen Roberts and Norma
Stephenson.
Bobbe Manning and Evelyn
Blivin both had chip ins.
This league meets every Wednesday at Kenlake State park.
Anyone interested in being a
part of this group should call Dotty
Elliott at 1-270-354-6977 or Hazel
Hill at 1-270-354-6535.

READ THE
TODAYPAGES

Wanna go to
Remember When
Cafe? I'll share my
ribeye with yal

The team of Shirley Wade, Debbie Dick, Kelly Dick and Kitty
Steele won the event after a puttoff to break a three-team tie.
The next regular golf day will
be July 18 at 9 a.m. Pairings will
be made at the tee with Rowena

Sanders as hostess.
All lady golfers are asked to
bring a suitable gift for a door

WEST FORK
BAPTIST CHURCH
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL

Elite Convenience Mart

• Crafts • Refreshments • Recreation
Bible Study Ten Commandments

Remember When Cate
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
You have your choice of

• Southern Fried Catfish • Bar-B-Q Ribs
•. Grilled Fish • Deep Fried Shrimp
• Thick, Tender & Juicy Grilled Ribeyes
• Grilled Chicken Breasts
Restaurant Open 6 a.m.-2 p.m
Friday Nights 4:30-9 p.m.
Hwy.94 W.• Lynn Grove, KY • 433-4500

Monday - Friday 9 a.m.-Noon
Hwy. 121 North in Stella
Transportation Available 759-5987

1.-Ved FREE information on stentflnanciaiaiP
Call KHEAA at(800) 928-8926 or visit www.kheaa.com

TACO JOHN'S

f71

2 Crispy Tacos for
9
.0
Every Tuesday

'The

Senior Circuit

VirginiaPittslilienthal M.D.
Pediatrician
s-joining the medical practice of

Presented by

Glendale Place

sHoe
sensaTion

CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA • 2.-0.753.6_
KENTUCKY OAKS MALL • 270.443.1331
t all the career track at I HKH 349 S1101: or
visit its at 'iv wte.sktoesenssatkoccom

prize. These will be used for the
Betty Sheppard golf Tournament
on Aug. 1.

i

Trudy McFarlane
Director

Murray Pediatrics
Medical Arts Building,Suite 176W
300South Eighth Street
Murray,KY42071

Aar

ASKING THE AGE OLD
QUESTION
According to a recent survey, on
average, Americans say old age
begins at 75. While women think
old age sets in at 77, men say they
are old at age 73. Not so coincidentally. the National Center for
Health Statistics says that the
average life expectancy at birth
for women is 79.4 years. which is
5.8 years longer than men.
Younger adults have a lower
threshold for old age than their
older counterparts. There is a correlation between a survey's
respondent and the age he or she
considers someone to be old. For
example. those aged 18 to 24 feel
that 67 is old, while people over
age 65 feel they will not be Considered old until they reach 81.
GLENDALE PLACE addresses
a variety of health care needs in a
warm, comfortable environment.
Our staff is professional and dedicated to providing top-quality
care. Residents are encouraged to
participate in a full array of activities, including social, cultural,
in-house, and off-site programs.
For more information, call 7591555, or set us at 905 Glendale
Road. "The Affordable Choice
for Independent Living."

Foran appointment,call

270-759-9223

Ignative of Charleston, S.C., Virginia Pitts Lilienthal, M.D., has joined

Dr. Clegg Austin's practice at Murray Pediatrics. As a pediatrician. Dr. Lilienthal
is concerned with the growth and development of children and provides
treatment for childhood diseases.
Dr. Lilienthal earned her bachelor's of science degree in 1994 from Wofford
College. where she was Phi Beta Kappa. She earned her medical degree in 1998 at
the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston, S.C. She completed her
residency in pediatric medicine at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in 2001.
A member of the American Medical Association and the American Academy of
Pediatrics, Dr. Lilienthal is board eligible October 2001. She and her husband
enjoy traveling, hiking, gardening and biking.
To schedule an appointment, call 270-759-9223.

Virginia Pitts Lilienthal, M.D.
Pediatrician
Murray Pediatrics
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
Suite 176W
Murray. KY 42071
270-759-9223

Partne's

ingeocare

MURRAY
CAILOMY
COUNTY
1-10SPITAL
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Fina Voyage

Steamboat ends Sunday
• CCHS, MHS
teams wrap up
play at tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
When their Steamboat Classic journey dropped anchor Saturday, the Calloway County Lakers stepped off the Regional Special Events Center dock feeling
like riverboat gamblers with heavy
pockets.
After opening the high school
boys' basketball showcase Thursday with a pair of losses to Illinois powers Moline and Pleas-ant Plains. CCHS reeled off three
straight victories Friday before
Saturday's 48.34 triumph over
White County (Tenn.).
The Lakers, who did not enter
the Steamboat tournament that
began Saturday and ended Sunday. closed their summer camp
schedule with a 19-9 overall
record.
"We played two really, really
good teams right off the bat, but
then we won our last four and
we saw a lot of different things,"
said Calloway head coach Terry
Birdsong. whose team faced programs from Illinois and Tennessee during its three-day stay
at the RSEC.
"i White County) played a lot
of /one and they also tried to
press us. which kind of worked
into our advantage because we
have so many guys-that can hanJunior

guards

Mitchell

McClure' and Jimmy Bynum led
the way during Friday's string
of wins over Gillespie ('ill.),
Springfield (Ill.) and Litchfield
(Ill.), but Birdsong said the summer camp season is about developing role players and building
chemistry.
"Between now and February,
a lot of things can happen, but
the point of playing in the summer is to see what certain kids
can do," Birdsong said.
"We. know what Mitchell
McClure can do, but Seth Barrow went from a player that at
the beginning of the summer might
not have helped us at the varsity level to a player who has
earned an opportunity. _
"You also get to experiment
a bit, and how you play in July
can carry over, when you start
the season in December. The
summer is a good indicator of
how your kids will play together, and we ended the summer
on a positive note."
The Lakers' 7 p.m. game Saturday against Evangelical Christian School near Memphis, Tenn:
was rescheduled.
Murray High was scheduled
to face Pleasant Plains Saturday
and fell to Murphysboro (Ill.) in
the first round of the Steamboat
tournament Saturday night.
But with three players previ—
ously unavailable and three more
playing American Legion base
ball, the Tigers chose not to
return for Sunday's consolation
bracket game versus Blair Oaks
(Mo.).
No MD— &rafts were available at press time.

MIKE °HSI- ROM:Ledger & Times photo

BALL HAWK...A North Georgia defender confronts a Scott County (Ky.) ballhandler during tournament action Sunday at the Steamboat Classic. Sunday was the final day of
competition for the Steamboat tournament, which played host to over 100 boys' an
girls teams from around the nation last week at the Regional Special Events Center.

Thurmond
signs to
play for
Falcons
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Former Calloway County High
School pitcher Brad Thurmond
recently signed a nationar lettei
of intent to play baseball with
Southeastern Illinois College.
Thurmond, who will suit up
for the Falcons next spring, ended
his prep career with an average
of 1.75 strikeouts per inning during his senior season with the
Lakers.
The right-hander was voted the
team's most improved player fo,
the 2001 season.
• DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — In
Sunday's American Legion play,
Thurmond's Calvert City Post 236
squad earned a doubleheader split
with a team from Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
Justin Maynard, a Murray High
product, led Post 236 to a 9-4
win in Game 1 with a three-run
double in the sixth inning to break
open a 5-4 contest.
Maynard produced three hits in
the game.
MHS teammate Austin Swain
also starred offensively for Post
236, collecting three hits to help
lead the 13-hit attack.
Cape Girardeau earned the split
in the nightcap, scoring six times
in the first inning en route to an
easy 13-8 triumph.
Post 236 (11-29) also split a
doubleheader with Christian Conn, winning-Me fist
game 11-1 before dropping a 7-6
decision in the second contest.

Rising star Harvick
wins Tropicana 400

AP

BOMBS AWAY...Philadelphia's Scott Rolen hits an RBI single to break up a 3-3 tie against
the New York Yankees in the fifth inning Sunday in Philadelphia. The Phillies' bats finally came alive in their 9-3 win.

Cubs can only watch McGriff
By The Associated Press
Shortly after watching his team
struggle to score, Chicago Cubs
manager Don Baylor heard the news.
from Turner Field: Fred McGriff
had homered twice in Tampa Bay's
win over Atlanta.
"It didn't help us. Good for him,"
Baylor said. "I hope it's around
the corner. We could use his offense.
believe me."
But there's no telling when —

or if -- McGriff will waive his
no-trade clause and accept a deal
that would move him from the
last-place Devil Rays to the NL
Central leaders.
"As far as I know, there is no
deadline," Baylor said after the
Cubs beat Kansas City 2-1 Sunday. "I know Freddy has put a
July 31st on it, but I don't think
that's realistic."
The Cubs have agreed to send

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates.
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service
Call us today!

Haverstock
and —
Suiter
211 S. 12th Street, Murray, Ky.

753-3415

Lundy Sutter

two prospects to Tampa Bay for
the 37-year-old first baseman.
McGriff, however, is reluctant
to leave his wife, two children
and hometown for a chance to
maybe make the playoffs for the
first• time since 1997.
"I'm not answering any questions about Chicago," McGriff said
after Tampa Bay's 9-1 victory.
"I've got a nice little family. I'm
vent happy."
In other interleague games, Seattle stopped Arizona 8-0, Philadelphia beat the New York Yankees
9-3, St. Louis defeated Minnesota 5-1, Boston beat Montreal 8-5,
Houston downed Cleveland 5-3.
Oakland beat Colorado 6-3, Florida topped Baltimore 7-1, San Diego
defeated Anaheim 5-1. San Francisco beat Texas 7-6, the New
York Mets topped Toronto 6-2,
Detroit rallied past Cincinnati 8-5
and the Chicago White Sox beat
Milwaukee 3-2.
In the National League, Los
Angeles beat Pittsburgh 4-2. •
McGriff, who played with the
Braves from 1993-97, drew ovations after his 17th and 18th homers
He also hit an RBI single.

JOLIET, Ill. (AP) — A week
before Dale Earnhardt died in a
crash at the Daytona 500, team
owner Richard Childress introduced
the driver he hoped would succeed Earnhardt to an old friend.
"This guy is the real deal,"
Childress told the man. "He's got
the kind of driving ability to be
a big success."
Nobody knew how soon Kevin
Harvick would have to prove Childress right.
Now, five months and 17 races
later, Harvick is proving his boss
knew what he was talking about.
A convincing victory on Sunday in the inaugural Tropicana
400 was the second of Harvick's
budding Winston Cup career. He
also is leading the Busch Series
and—appears well on his way to
top rookie honors in NASC
top stock car series.
Harvick got off to a quick stall
after replacing Earnhardt in the
second race of the season.
In just his third Winston Cup
Aart, the slim, engaging 25-year71d earned an emotional victory
in Atlanta, beating three-time champion Jeff Gordon in a breathtaking last-lap duel.
Since then, though, despite some
good showings and a spot in the
top 10 in the standings, there was
talk that maybe that win was a
little premature.
"I think today answers any
questions about his driving ability," Childress said Sunday after
Harvick held off surprising Robert
Pressley for the win.

tephen J

Carrera,AP Photo

RAIN ON HIS PARADE.. Rookie Kevin Harvick is doused with
liquids in the winner's circle after winning the inaugural
Tropicana 400 Sunday at Chicagoland Speedway. Harvick
held back a late threat from Robert Pressley to win.

Russelburg gets promotion
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Former Murray State pitcher Aaron Russelburg
recently received a promotion in the St. Louis
Cardinals' minor league system.
On Friday. the right-hander was moved up to
full-season Class A Peoria (Ill.) in the Midwest
League after going 3-0 with a 1.40 ERA in three
games for the short-season Class A New Jersey
Cardinals.
Russelburg. who finished' his collegiate career
with a 6-5 record and a 3.51 ERA for the Thoroughbreds in 2001. will begin his stint with the

Peoria Chiefs today when he
takes the mound at 7 p.m. against
the Wisconsin Timber Rattlers,
a Class A affiliate of the Seattle Mariners.
Other minor league affiliates
for the Cardinals include the
Arkansas Travelers (AA) and
the Memphis Redbirds (AAA).
Russelburg, who pitched three
RUSSELBURG
seasons at MSU. helped the
'Bred$ to a 28-24-1 record this past season,
including a trip to the OVC Tournament.
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Armstrong
in Tour's
main pack;
pursuing
`trois-peat'

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

TIGER TEAMS...The three-on-three and two-on-two tournament champion and runner-up
teams Friday at the Tiger Basketball Camp at Murray High School are Hayes Buchanan,
Lake Butterworth and Daniel Hughes (second and third grade champions); Travis Garland, Tad Masthay and Jonny Thiede (second and third grade runners-up); Will Hudson, Wesley Futrell and Zach Buck (fourth and fifth grade champions); Patrick Hughes, Chastin Sheppard and Jordan Benton (fourth and fifth grade runners-up); Kenneth
Trice and Randy Finch (sixth and seventh grade champions); Ted Masthay and Blake
McCuiston (sixth and seventh grade runners-up).

Cardinals stop Twins 5-1
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Calm and controlled, Dustin
Hermanson is showing sharp stuff again.
Hermanson pitched scoreless ball into the eighth
inning to win for the first time in nearly a month
as the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Minnesota Twins
5-1 Sunday.
-That's what I was doing earlier, I was pitching
great in the bullpen and then I'd come out and be
this animal that I couldn't control," Hermanson said.
"You can't pitch that way. I'm trying to relax a little more."
Hermanson (7-7) allowed six hits in seven-plus
innings for his first victory since June 16. He struck
out four and walked three.
In his last three starts. Hermanson has given up
three earned runs in 22 innings, lowering his ERA
to 4.86.
The defending NL Central champions got back
to .500 and handed the AL Central-leading Twins
only their fourth loss in 19 games.
Minnesota (.5Z-34L missed_a _chance to go_ 25
games above .500 for the first time since finishing
the 1991 season 95-67.
"We had a tough time," manager Tom Kelly said.
"Hermanson dominated the game and we couldn't
do anything."
The Cardinals scored all their runs in the fifth

inning. Hermanson, a career .100 hitter coming in,
started the rally with a leadoff single, and Ray
Lankford had a two-run single. Placido Polanco, Jim
Edmonds and Albert Pujols also drove in runs.
"I guess it just got something started, but the
guys behind me had to do it, too," Hermanson said.
"It's good to see five runs come up in one inning."
Fernando Vina and Polanco, the top two hitters
in the lineup, had three hits apiece.
Steve Kline, Dave Veres and Jason Christiansen
got the last six outs to complete the seven-hitter.
Christiansen gave up an RBI eroundout to Matt
Lawton in the ninth.
Hermanson has been impressive all season in day
games, going 3-1 with a'2.55 ERA. He's 4-6 with
a 7.07 ERA at night.
"I think it's just coincidence," Hermanson said.
The Cardinals, who totaled four runs the previous two games. batted around in the fifth and chased
Joe Mays (11-6). St. Louis had been 0-for-15 with
_runnersin genrine position -since- F-riclay-before-Polanco's RBI single in the fifth made it 1-0.
"I knew it was double figures," manager Tony
La Russa said. "I pay attention, good or bad."
Mark McGwire, who passed Reggie Jackson for
sixth place on the career homer list with No. 564
Saturday. was 1 -for-2 with a pair of walks.

Marcus
happy to
stay with
Western
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— If Chris Marcus had kept dipping fish for customers at WalMart in Charlotte. N.C., and just
gone to college like most other
kids his age, he would never had
the chance to make this phone
call to his parents.
"Hey, Mom, I've got big news.
I'm going to be in Playboy magazine on its All-America basketball team. Yeah, that Playboy magazine."
When Marcus does make his
appearance in the December issue
of the magazine as part of its
preseason All-America team, he'll
show it to his mother, Louisville,
just like all the other basketball
magazines that will have him on
their lists.
"That's what sticks out is that
it's Playboy,- Marcus said. "When
it comes out. it will be odd showing it to my mom. When I first
told her about it, she was like
'You're in Playboy?' It took her
back."
But. Marcus got out of the fish
business and started playing basketball, albeit quite a bit later
than a lot guys who grow up to
be 7 feet tall.
And, although it took a couple of years for him to get to
know the game, Marcus has become
good enough to be noticed as one
of the top big men in the country, a distinction that could lead
him to the NBA next year.
It was an opportunity the 7foot-1, 285-pounder passed on this
summer.
That is only one of the unique
aspects of the Marcus story.
While Marcus decided before
last season ended that he would
return to Western for his senior
year, he was human in the hours
before the NBA draft last month.
He actually had second thoughts
about whether he should be in
New York, waiting to hug NBA
commissioner David Stern.
"It's hard not to," Marcus said.
"The night of the draft, after the
draft was over, anybody would have
second thoughts."

PONTARLIER, France (AP) —
Riding through France's Jura mountains, Lance Armstrong might have
enjoyed the lush green pastures.
the gentle murmur of the Doubs
river or the pretty houses with
their low, wide roofs.
He certainly had enough time.
The defending Tour de France
champion crossed the finish line
of Sunday's eighth leg nearly 36
minutes behind the stage winner.
The Texan was in good company. All the title favorites —
Armstrong included — were in
the main pack, which finished 35
minutes and 54 seconds after Erik
Dekker.
It was the biggest gap between
a leader and the main pack in
modern tour history, which dates
back to 1947.
The previous record, set in
1976, was a comparatively paltry
22:50.
Dekker, from the Netherlands.
attributed his victory to the cold
weather, which was accompanied
by heavy rain.
"It was cold, and when you're
in a breakaway group you get
home quicker," he said. He completed the 138.17-mile stretch from
Colmar to this town near the Swiss
border in 4 hours, 59 minutes and
18 seconds.
Spaniard Aitor Gonzalez was
second and Dutch countryman Servals Knaven was third. They-were
beaten in the sprint finish and
clocked the same time as Dekker.
Stuart O'Grady from Australia
arrived 2:32 later, taking fifth place
and reclaiming the race leader's
yellow jersey.

FORT KNOX, Ky. — Zack and
Micah Rayburn, of Murray completed
the third and -final round of pFay at
the KGA-PGA Junior Amateur Championship Friday at Anderson and Lindsey golf courses.
After posting rounds of 78 and
84. Zack Rayburn shot a 79 to finish a tie for(,,39th place with a score
of 241 in the boys 15-16 division,
24 strokes out of the lead. Craig
Magruder of Louisville won the age
group by six shots over Michael Haverfield of Louisville.
In the boys' 13-14 division, Micah
Rayburn took 51st place after finishing with a 279 (91-90-98). Alex Zega
of Louisville carded a 214 total to defeat
Derek Oldham of Louisville by six shots.
In the open junior state amateur
event, Zack Rayburn's 241 tally placed
him in a seven-way tie for 104th
place as Cale Barr of Versailles took
top honors with a 214.
PADUCAH, Ky. — Tyler Buckingham of Murray and T.J. Hargrove of
Hazel both seized top-10 finishes in
the boys' 12-13 division of the Mark
Mullen Memorial golf tournament Tuesday at Paxton Park.
Buckingham shot an 18-hole round
of 84 to finish in a tie for fourth
place, seven strokes off the pace set
by William Hunt of Paducah. Hargrove tied for seventh with an 88.

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

(SHOOTING) EYE OF THE TIGER...Champions and runners-up, respectively, of the free-throw shooting contest
honored Friday at the Tiger Basketball Camp at Murray
High School are David Vinson and Travis Garland, second and third grades: Michael Mangold and Jacob Hines,
fourth grade; Patrick Hughes and Zach Buck. fifth grade;
Zach Taylor and Todd Buck, middle school.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
Van Haverstock

The
Murray-Calloway
COunty
Country Club will host the 40th annual Dr John C. Quertermous Golf Tournament July 28-29_ The $60 entry
fee and $20 cart fee per player include
free lunch on both days of the tournament.
Players will play with the same
foursome Sunday that they played
with on Saturday except for players
in the top eight after Saturday's round.
Those eight players will tee off Sunday at 2 p.m.
To reserve a tee time. call Todd
Thomas in the pro shop at 753-9430.

211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
571
52
—
39
Atlanta
51
1
40 560
Florida
46
46
500 61/2
New York
41
52
441
12
Montreal
39
53 424 13 1/2
Central Division
L Pct. GB
Chicago
37
53
589
Houston
40
50
556
3
St Louis
45
45
500
8
43
Milwaukee
47
478
10
Pittsburgh
35
55
389
18
Cincinnati
34
57
374 19 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
53
38
582
Los Angeles
50
42
544 3 1/2
San Francisco
48
44
522 5 1/2
44
San Diego
48
478 9 1/2
40
Colorado
51
440
13
Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 9. Atlanta 1
N Y Mets 6, Toronto 2
Detroit 8, Cincinnati 5
Boston 8. Montreal 5
Philadelphia 9, N.Y. Yankees 3
Chicago White Sox 3, Milwaukee 2
St Louis 5, Minnesota 1
Chicago Cubs 2, Kansas City 1
Houston 5. Cleveland 3
Oakland 6, Colorado 3
Florida 7 Baltimore 1
Los Angeles 4, Pittsburgh 2
San Diego 5, Anaheim 1
Seattle 8, Arizona 0
San Francisco 7, Texas 6

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
53
37
589
Boston
1/2
38
582
53
44
Toronto
48
478
10
41
Baltimore
50
451 12 1/2
Tampa Bay
29
63
315 25
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Minnesota
57
34
626
Cleveland
51
5
38
573
44
Chicago
45
12
494
Detroit
39
49
443 16 1/2
Kansas City
35
56
385 22
West Division
•
L
66
25
47
44
43
48
37
54

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

Pct,
725
516
472
407

GB
19
23
29

Today's Games
Boston at Montreal, 605 p m
Detroit at Cincinnati, 605 p m
Baltimore at Florida. 6,05 p m
N Y Yankees at Philadelphia. 605 pm
Toronto at NY Mets. 610 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Atlanta, 635 p.m
Cleveland at Houston, 7.05 p.m.
Kansas City at Chicago Cubs, 7,05 p.m
Chicago White Sox at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota at St Louis, 7 10 p.m.
San Francisco at Texas, 7 35 p.m.
San Diego at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Arizona at Seattle. 9 05 p.m.
Colorado at Oakland, 9:05 p.m.
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BOUNCERS...Champions and runners-up, respectively, of
the ball handling contest honored Friday at the Tiger
Basketball Camp at Murray High School are David Vinson and Hayes Buchanan, second and third grades; Matt
Hines and Jacob Hines, fourth and fifth grades; Blake
Hughes and Kenneth Trice, sixth and seventh grades; Brooks
Hudson and Zach Taylor, eighth grade.

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST
New Hours: 6 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

1617 State
Route 121
North

Murray.
KY

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT - JoAnn Melton

CARRY OUT AVAILABLE 759-8444
...smokin' since 1947...

WAN
TED
5 Homes for Advertising...

CORN-AUSTIN'S FAMOUS
STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE

FREE ESTIMATES!
0000/o Bank Financing
'Low Interest Rates

GOING ON NOW!

EVERYTHING
1/2 PRICE

Sunrooms

Patio Covers

•Payments
As Low As $75/mo.

FOR SPRING/SUMMER 2001 MEN'S, BOY'S,
LADIES, & CHILDREN'S.

•90-Day Deferred
Payment Plan

•

Replacement Windows

Corn-Min
On Main Street, Downtown Marra

Vinyl Siding

Custom-Made Carports

State Licensed - Bonded & Insured

NU-LOOK Home Improvement Co. Inc.
759-6110
Lib=
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CLASS F EDS
1 EST

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
etZ Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch, 607c Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
rAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

II

Legal Notice

010

150

LINE AVIS
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
U.SO extra for Shopper )Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) V2.50 extra for blind box ads

Articles For Sale

020

Notice

155

Appliances

025

Personals

160

Home Furnishings

030
040

Financial

165

Antiques

Roommate Wanted

180

Lawn & Garden

050

Lost And Found

190

Farm Equipment

060

Help Wanted

195

Heavy Equipment

070

Position Wanted

Sports Equipment
Musical

ADJUSTMENTS

090

Domestic & Childcare

200
210

100
110

Business Opportunity

220

Electronics

260

Mobile Home Lots For Sale

120

Computers

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

130

Appliance Parts

280

140

Want To Buy

285
020

020

Course in Tennessee" and
Ranke
7th "Best New Affordable Public Course in
America" by Golf Digest The Tennessean Golf
Club is CHALLENGING BY DESIGN - EXTRAORDINARY BY NATURE' A tremendous driving
range with chipping and putting greens
Unbelievable Bentgrass greens you won't forget

Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
I 270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
PEACHES for sale
Missouri Watermelons
and Canteloupe,
Homegrown tomotoes and
other vegetables
D&M Market
403 Sycamore St
753-7483

,SENCES

LOST_ Cat, please help us
Ind him White with brown
points, blue eyes. Locust
Reward!
Grove Area
Please call 767-9532.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

FUNERALS.
!)ilins XVilloughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avipid intintiimary Cost.
Lock in price: single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust 270-753-2411
•
.1.H. Churchill Funeral Home

201 S. .3rd •.11urray. KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs. Owners

$5 GOOD PAY $$
Dependable and enthusiastic person telemarketing
needed Full & Part-time for
local business 57/per hr. +
bonuses
270-753-6009
10 00AM-9 00PM
Taking Application
Monday, July 16th
ATTENTION:
WORK FROM HOME
up to
$25.00-575.00/hr PT/FT
MAIL ORDER/INTERNET
(888)248-7125
YourDestinyls Now.com

Roommate
Wanted

Lost arid Found

Let us show you how to
freeze 8 doz. in 20 minutes.

Year!
•Housing & Lifetime Job
Placement
*NO Money Down
*2 Week CDL Training
*NO Experience
Necessary2
Call MINDY
1-800-995-5832
Exp'd Drivers Call
1-800-958-2353

040

Futrell Farms will begin

$1.75 dozen ewer 100 dozen $1.25

Drivers
Dreaming OF A
Bigger Paycheck?
Earn $700 DiVVeek 1st
'

PEACHES 8
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312
SILVER Queen corn for
sale Si 50/clz 489-2477
SWEET corn Si 50 dozen
492-8890

SWEET CORN

b Varietws ot corn.
Sonic available before 18th.

NEEDED

MURRAY Family YMCA is
seeking qualified candidates for an immediate
opening for office manager/ accounting coordinator.
Ideal person will be enthusiastic, flexible, highly organized. self-motivated,
and detail oriented in providing administrative duties including accounts
payable & receivable, payroll, billing, accurate filing
of all transactions and
member records. Must
demonstrate proficiency in
basic computer software
with willingness to learn
the YMCA maintenance
software. Approx. 30 hrs/
week witli" hourly wage
based on education and
Minimum
experience.
qualification 1 -year experience and college degree
in related field. Submit
cover letter and resume to
Murray Family YMCA, 808
Chestnut St. Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
OWN a computer9
Put it to work!
S25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
888-689-7989
ocworkforme.com

Experienced GM
Technician ASE training preferred.
pay based on experience. Please contact
Mark Lundquist (ti`
Brandon Auto
World
130)11. 121
NIurra.
NIon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Does Your Policy Pay 100',
of the Deductibles?

,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are respr nsihle for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE HELP EN CLAIM FILFNG FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial
Waste Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

•-.
•

1-800-585-6033

r

formal Wear IL atm

For All Spet oil Occasions
caEltiE
304 Main Si.. Murray, la 42071
1270) 753-130(1 • Toll Free 1488-367-67,

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

455

Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's

450

360
370

Storage Rentals

460
470

Commercial Property

480

Auto Parts

380

Pets & Supplies

485

Sport Utility Vehicles

390

Livestock & Supplies

490

Used Cars

400

Yard Sales

495

Vans

410

500

Used Trucks

425

Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

510

Campers

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

440

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

340

060
Help Wanted
CLERICAL positions avail
able at Murray State Uni
versity:
Legal Secretary-59.73/hr.,
Administrative Secretary 11-$7.81/hr.,
International Admissions
Clerk--$7.81/hr.
Full time, benefits. Must
have excellent organizational, communication, and
microcomputer skills. Keyboarding test required. Apply at: Human Resources,
404 Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
Ky 42071-3312. Additional
information at: www.murraystate edu/indir/hr/jobrpt.
htm. Women minorities encouraged to apply.
EEO M/F/D, AA employer.

HELP wanted. Full or Part
time Murray Sewing Center Bel-air Shopping Center.
IMMEDIATE openings for
dependable P/T Resort
housekeeping aide at Resort located 14 miles east
of Murray. Saturday hours
mandatory with additional
hours available during the
week. Call Susan 0 270436-2345.
KITCHEN help needed
Friday & Saturday
Duties included basic
cooking, clean up, and
food preparation
Call 753-1934 6am-6prn
LABOR for brick mason
753-7951

FREIGHT Route Driver
needed full time salaried
52 weeks Send resume to
PO Box 528 Murray, Ky
42071

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings

MATURE individual to
care for two infants Monday through Friday Please
mail credentials and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-W.
Murray, Ky 42071.

Want Big Bucks $5$
Drive Big Trucks!!!

SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

•

NURSES AIDE
FULL OR PART TIME
Prefer experience, but will train if you
would enjoy working with the elderly.
Responsible, dependable, and a kind
heart are required. Apply in person.
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
FOE

1
Admission Counselor, Murray State University, Murray,
August
begin
to
Position
Office.
Kentucky, School Relations
2001.

Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required. Must have experience in student recruitment like activities and possess strong oral
and written communication skills. Extensive knowledge of computers and word processing skills are also required. Must be willing to travel six to eight weeks during the fall and four weeks
during the spring both in-state and out-of state. evening and
weekend work required.
Duties/Responsibilities: Inform, advise, and counsel prospective students and their families about Murray State University's
programs and services; make off-campus visitations to high
schools and appropriate non-school programs to provide information about the university; perform extensive work with database communication and system management. Organize and
conduct receptions and special programs for prospective students and their families.
Application Deadline: July 27,2001 To Apply: Submit a over letter detailing relevant experience along with a resume, and the
names, addresses and telephone numbers of three references to:
Scott Gordon, Assistant Director of School Relations, School
Relations Office, Murray State University, 500 Sparks Hall,
Murray, Ky 42071-3312. Women and Minorities are encouraged
to apply. Equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D,AA employer.
40

TIGER CORPS Counselor
Classified Position
185 Days
Certification Requirement*
School psychologist, social work, or counselor certification preferred;
practical experience working with high school-aged youth is desirable.
.The successful candidate will:

tr--"nrs--1-1

L

One of the Biggest Nurseries in the 1
state of Tennessee and Kentucky is
now seeking_a Landscaping
Foreman. Must have experience and
general knowledge of plant material
and be able to supervise workers.
Salary plus commission. Pay & benefits bated on experience.

Call 731-642-8469
or Apply In Person.
1414 Eastwood St., Paris, TN
LL-J

TIGER CORPS
Instructional Assistant
Classified Position
180 Days

*Assist teacher/director with recruitment and documentation.

Part-Lime LPN

or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to:

P.O. Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY
42071

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

330

445

Help Wanted

Notice

MSU Female student look
ing for roommate to share
nice 2br apartment
For information call
618-382-8128 after 6pm

han esting on or about July 18th
(weather permitting). 3 miles east of
Murray (watch for signs on 280)
behind East School. Call 753-8848
before 8 p.m. to inquire.

I

AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

320

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent

060

020

,
GOLF AT
THE TENNESSEAN

616111111.11111

Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

Notice

Notice

0
-1g

Firewood

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
smhaodueld. be reported immediately so corrections can be

300

-7)
C_Ais

Au AMERICAN Foo.-

Long John Silver's. the national leading
quick service seafood restaurant & A/W, a
long time family favorite, are joining
tbrces in opening a CO-branded restaurant at 801 Paramount Drive, Murray. KY.
As a result of this exciting partnership we
now have opportunities for HOURLY
TEAM MEMBERS. Various shifts are
available, full or part time. There also is a
great benefit package available. If you are
looking for a great job with competitive
w.ages._opportunity for training and
advancement with flexible hours. Please
apply' in person, prepared to interview
on the spot at 801 Paramount Drive,
Murray. KY.

Certification Requirements
+ Provide a continuum of mental health services as needed, including
but not limited to group, individual, and family counseling; drug/
alcohol abuse/prevention; and crisis intervention.
+ Work with students to prepare for life and career after high school.
including career counseling and goal-setting/self-awareness
activities.
+ Work with TIGER CORPS teacher-director and community/
business partners to place participants in internships,job
shadowing, and work experience.
• Work with TIGER CORPS teacher-director and area social services
to ensure that basic needs are being met; makes referrals when
necessary. Arranges for transportation, childcare, and specific
needs for clothing and equipment, when necessary.
Maintain records on participants, services delivered, and
performance results (e.g., graduation rate, positive outcomes rate,
placement rate, further education rate, wages.)
• Conduct follow-up services for at least 12 months, tracking
participant employment, making regular contact with employers.
assisting in addressing work-related problems that arise; and
assisting in securing better paying jobs and more training/
education for participants as needed.
• Transports Tiger Corps participants as needed.
+ Manages Tiger Corps participants in one-on-one or small grout,
learning situations.

High school diploma required, college degree
is preferred, especially with certification in
education or special/education. CDL license
is desirable. Must also possess strong organizational, planning and training skills,
experience working with youth is desirable.
The successful candidate will:
+ Work with instructors to teach basic
academic skills and occupational
competencies
+ Manage participants in one-on-one or
small group learning situations
+ Assist with clerical tasks as needed
+ Transport participants as needed
+ Model appropriate on-the-job behavior for
participants
+ Complete all required documentation
• Other responsibilities as assigned by
teacher/coordinator

Funded by a 1-year contract, this position begins August 1, 2001.
Hourly Salary: $20.00/hr (approximate) - Annual Salary $25,200

Funded by a 1-year contract, this position
begins August 1,2001.
Hourly Salary: $6.80/hr Annual Salary $8,568

Reports to: Tbacher/Principal
Send Application to:
Murray Board of Education
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Pat Seiber

Reports to:'Nacher/Principal
Send Application to:
Murray Board of Education
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Pat Seiber

Equal Education and Employment Institution

Equal Education and Employment Institution
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12111
Domestic & Childcare

PARK Foreman
Duties and responsibilities
involve daily operations
and maintenance procedures, administrative functions, budget management, and staff supervision. Qualifications. Bachelor's degree in Parks and
Recreation or Facility Management; equivalent combination of experience and
education may be substituted. CDL, Certified Leisure Professional, and
Aquatic FactliSy Operator
certifications
preferred
This position requires outstanding verbal and written
communication skills, and
thorough knowledge of
technology and trends relating to a comprehensive
parks system and facilities.
Three years experience in
grounds and facilities management required. Salary
up to $21,000. Excellent
benefits package. Open till
filled. Send resume, cover
letter, and references to:
Murray-Calloway County
Parks, 900 Payne St.
Murray, Ky 42071.
PART TIME dental office
immediately.
needed
Please bring resume to office at 1405 Dudley Dr.
Dr. Mark Arnett.
Experience helpful. No
phone calls please.
PITCHERS wanted
12-17 yr old pitchers to
pitch BP on Sunday evenings. $10. 1/2 hr. Call
Mike at 762-0110
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experience necessary
Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area. 800-242-7364.
DRIVERS
Delivering Your Future
In One Great Package!
*Quality Home Time
•Super Pay & Benefits
•High Weekly Miles
Must Have A Class A CDL
wHazmat
Call Navajo Express
1-800-800-t440
SEEKING Clerical, or Data
Entry. Call (270)759-0650
or (731)644-2373.
COMMUNITY
EDUCATOR:
Immediate opening for part
time educator. Responsible
for
regional
education/training
programs.
Qualifications:
Bachelors degree from an
accredited college or university required knowledge and experience in
Microsoft Office required.
experience in human services and knowledge and
knowledge
sexual
of
abuse/assault preferred.
No prior history of criminal
behavior.
Background
check required. Submit
cover letter, resume and
complete references to
Carolyn Smith, Executive
Director, Rape Crisis Center, and P.O. Box 8506,
PADUCAH, KY 420028506. EOE
090
Domestic & Childcare
CERTIFIED in home day
care provider has openings for children all shifts
767-9762
WANTED
Babysitter in my home.
2 to 3 days a week.
8am to 5pm.
753-6605 after 5om.

Position: Medical Help Wanted- Nursing
MEDSHARES HOME CARE
Due to tremendous growth successful & growing
national home care company offering great pay &fl''hilHv ha.: immediate epertmgs--fort----Fa RN's, LPN's
& HHA's
FIT & PRN Physical,
Occupational Therapist's
F/T & PRN THerapy
Assistant's
PRN Speech Therapist's
Please send resumes to
Medshares Home Care
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 925
Murray, KY 42071
"EOE

Full-time RN
7 p.m. - 7 a.m.

Full-time Nurse Tech
Days & Nights - 12 Hour Shift
Competitive Salary $500.(X)
Sign-on Bonus
Apply in person or call

Mills Manor
500 Becklane, Mayfield, KY
270-247-7890
KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCKERS
How's your home time?
Is your insurance paid?
Good wages every week?
The Bestway Package
Puts You First!
Home most weekends!
Paid health & life ins. 1 00%!
Earn up to $915.00,week or more!
Minimum age 4- CDL +1 yr. 0111
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
Automotive Freight
Bestway Express, Inc.
800-886-7633 EOE

THE BULL PEN
Stea6 and-Spirits
FA

til4

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring
Managers, Assistant Managers,
Servers, Bartenders, Cooks,
Dishwashers & Bus Boys
Apply In Person
Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
at
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071

Firewood

Business Rentals

7300 scitt insulated build- 1BR apt available all ap
ing w/office space on 3 76 pliances furnished Mur
acres 14x14 doors, truck Cal Realty 753-4444
parking, gas heat, 400
amp 3 phase electric, 3 2BR., townhouse Brick,
C/H/A, all appliances
1982 Clayton, 14x60 2br, miles from Murray on
Clean, nice Northwood
New carpet, linoleum, new 121 N 270-354-2269
Dr 1yr lease No pets
dishwasher, front porch
HIGHWAY 641 North753-3153
new skirting, back steps
University Square, heavy
7537900
w/rail Must sell!
traffic, ample parking, up
2BR , very nice furnished
435-4717
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
apt C/H/A, available now
1992 14x70 Clayton 3br, 2 30 days
Coleman RE 759-4118
bath, nice $13,000 Can 753-1492 Century 21
100
4BR Townhouse
stay or be moved
Loretta
Business
Coleman RE
753-4822
Opportunity
7594118
1993 16x80. Covered
Apartments For Rent
4br, Diuguid Drive ColeFast Eddie's - Willy
porch, well and septic, 2
man RE 759-4118
Jacks Bar & Grill
car carport with storage
1 OR 2br apts near down- APARTMENTS. for rent
Looking to expand into the
building on 2 acres.
town Murray starting at Close to campus 753Murray area. Looking to
$36,000. or make offer
$200/mo 753-4109
5980 or 753-1203 after
set up owner/ operator
Located in Kirksey 4895pm.
partner or investment
1&2 bedroom Apts
2945.
group
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
1995 28'x60' 3br, 2 bath
BRADLEY
Apts.
Has
For more information
902 Northwood Dr
all electric. $27,000. Must
openings: 3br, 1 bath. Ap618-524-5007
Monday,
be moved.(270)436-2347
prox. 1,000sq. ft. Located
Wednesday, Friday
HOMEWORKERS
4BR/ 2 bath, 16x80 fleeton campus behind Bradley
Phone
759-4984
Needed.
wood. '99 super clean,
Book Company. New carEqual Housing
$635 weekly processing
needs $21,000 Call for appet, C/H/A. $400/ month.
Opportunity
mail Easy! No experience _ppintment. 489-2050.
Also available, 1br with
needed
14x70 mobile home.
new carpet. $250/ month.
1BR
Apt
$225
Call 1-888-517-2362
1/2 acre lot, 2 car carport,
759-4696 or 435-4632_
Small pets okay
Ext. 4605 24hrs
large deck, 4 miles NW
EXTRA nice, quiet area,
Coleman RE
from
town.
Yesterday Frozen
great location. 1br. 1 bath,
759-4118
Asking $24,000
Custard and old fashion
1BR Apt. stove, refrigera- Central gas heat/ air, all
753-7537 or 489-2827
burgers.
tor,
DVV, W/D, Clean, no appliances with WID, 1
A unique up and coming
280
pets. 270-753-9841 or year lease, 1 month deconcept. Located in PaduMobile Homes For Rent
posit. No pets. 753-2905.
270-436-5496.
cah, KY. Looking to exFORREST View Apart1BR,
brick,
storage
new
pand in the Murray area. 2 bedroom, 1 bath on
carpet, carport No pets ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
Looking to setup Owner/
large lot 3 miles east o
now accepting applications
$325/mo
Operate, or investment
Murray. Central Heat &
for 2br townhouses, basic
753-6931
Group.
Air. Yard mowing included
rent $315/ month. Office
559-3070
For more information
No pets. $260. plus deposHours, 10- 2. M-F. Call
1BR,
like
new,
appliances
618-524-5007
it. (270)623-6314
753-1970. Equal Housing
Coleman RE 759-4118.
Opportunity.
2BR., $285/mo. 753-6012
1BR $195 to $225 per
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom.
8
miles
north
$225
month furnished or
Computers
Central air/heat. 1,2,3,
p/month & deposit
unfurnished Low utilities
Apartments furnished near
753-8582
Deposit & references
CERTIFIED Tech. serv
MSU
NICE 14x70 3br., 2 ba. aprequired No lease
ices your computer. Now
753-1252 753-0606
pliances furnished includNo pets
has laptops for sale. Call ing microwave. washer &
NEAR University753-3949
Extra
large 2br. apt. Large
762-0042.
dryer. $400/rent, $400/de- 2BR Apartment. Available
living room. Kitchen-diposit
753-7930.
August Walk to MSU,
KELLERS
NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full roomy and clean, water nette combo. Central elec.
COMPUTER PLACE.
Luxury
carpet.
bath mobile home. 4 miles paid. Washer/dryer hook- H/A.
New computers $399
Range, refrigerator, disfrom Murray.
up $350. p/month.
'Upgrades & Repairs
poser, dishwasher, wash(731)782-3221.
753-2084
Internet Service
er-dryer hook-up.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
On 121S
$200 DepositNo pets 753-9866
.2BR, 1 bath brick, duplex
436-5933.
$350 Mo.($250 1st mo.)
W.D. hookup, central heat
9a.m.-7p m.
753-4560 M-F 9-5.
& air, new appliances, no
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Mon-Sat.
NICE 2br. duplex w/carpets, one year min. lease.
Visa/ Mastercard.
port. 1821 Ridgewood Dr.
Deposit. 436-5685.
LOT for rent 492-8488
753-7457
MDM COMPUTERS
2BR. Near MSU. New car
LOT For Rent 753-9866
RED OAKS APTS.
A+ Certified Technician
pet, paint & wallpaper.
Special
On site service
C/H/A. $300. Also 2br,
$100
Deposit
759.3556
$250 Coleman RE.
1BR From $280
759-4118
140
24319 From $325
2BR. duplex in Northwood
Want to Buy
Call Today!
$425/mo. 759-4406.
753-8668.
2br.,
1
bath
Duplex
with
ANTIQUES
size units
Various
Southstde
Manor Apts
carport appliances furnishOld toys, advertising
1 2 & 3br. apts.
Walnut Plaza
ed, Will hookup central
items, antique furniture
Section 8 housing
gas heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
and primitives.
104 N. 5th
753-8221
month .deposit. No pets.
We buy 1 or all!
753-9621
EHO
753-2905
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

Office Space

BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727
SMALL 4-wheeler
Call 753-7951

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS
1213 N. lath St.. NIurra).KV

Accepting applications.
2 bedroom townhouses.
central head & air.

Office Hours:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. ‘Ion.-Fri.

in Call (270)753-1970
TDD I -800-i-1 - I /43.3 Ext. 283
i:3AEMEN I apt utilities
furnished Lights, heat, air,
water, sewer, garbage
pick-up City limits everything furnished $350/mo
759-5374

1911 Westwood Dr. 3 bedroom house 759-1688

wheelchair
ELECTRIC
with charger, excellent
condition, new batteries
Call 753-4767 or 7593031
MURRAY
Sport & Marine Center.
Boats, motors, trailer & accessories. 40% off
•1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe used
store fixtures:
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
area.. Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no an
swer, leave message

4BR., 2 bath, on quiet
street. Furnished or unfurnished. $550/mo $400 security deposit & references. 753-9211.
5 miles east. Todd Road
$275. p/month & deposit
753-8582.
FOR rent 3br, C/H/A, excellent location $575. per
month $400 deposit
753-2022.
NEWER 3br, 2 bath, spilt
bedroom plan. Cathedral
ceiling in den Living room,
2 car garage. Nice neighborhood. $850. per month.
435-4044
NICE 2br in Hazel
492-8526

SOLID oak coffee table &
2 end tables $200
753-5463
180
Lawn & Garden
LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts. 4-wheels.
ect. Free pickup and delivery 436-2867

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square or round
bales,
753 5719 559-1761

All Size Units
Available

Real Estate

753-3853

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'For What It's Worth'

ommercial Prop.
For Sale

FOR SALE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Reduced 645,000 - 203 N. 6th Street

2,400 Square foot building, 100'x200 lot, paved lot
Call Smith's Poultry 437-4660

440
Lots For Sale

Pets & Supplies

EASTSIDE

8 Shih-Tzu puppies ready
to go. S&W, very loving
731-352-0037
731-642-5151

STORAGE

AKC registered Pug 5
months old Brown $300
492-8611

119 Main • 753-6266

LOTS for sale. Starting a
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838.

JOBS,

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

"We Specialize: in Cleaning -

For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department.

Lci Mb 13r-c)thers

=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

oReplace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers

P/us...all other home improvements.

Owner & Operator

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

*Luke Lamb*

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

*Vinyl Skiing & Fencing •Mobile Homes

•Brick •All External Cleaning
..Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Drivoxa ,
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

David's Home Improvement

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Brothers
Tree Service

Lamb

or

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Free
4,1

r CHRIS KROUP'S

WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture ,Sz Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement
ResidentiallCommercial

Inzatc.:
Serilne

Tree
Cleanup Sert tee

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Paul Lamb

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

Farm Equipment
454 Internal tractor
and loader $5.000
Call 498-8970

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Storage Rentals

frame building material.

C

•DINING table with 6
chairs, Ethan Allen table
5300 *Sofa loveseat recliner, 2 years old Excellent condition, floral print
•9 drawer dresser w/mirror
5100 753-2283.

360
Storage Rentals

Your Ad Could Be litaiesmin
RoofingMetal David's Cleaning
Metal
Here For Only
for houses, barns & sheds.
Services
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
$150.00 Per Month! & accessories in stock. Also post

TROLLING motor
Minnkota Turbo 36 pound
thrust
Hummingbird depth finder
Generator 120/240 single
phase or 120/2083 phase
Make an offer on the 3
436-2068
160
Home Furnishings

390
Livestock & Supplies

2-3BR house Appliances CREEKVIEW STORAGE
furnished, washer, dryer, $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
and dishwasher. 1 year
440
759-4081
lease, references required.
Lots For Sate
deposit
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units availa753-4181 or 489-2181
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
3BR, 2 bath with cable, ble 753-2905 or 753North. Murray. 753-1967
7536
•
,
orriwiriwood heat
PREMIER MINISTORAGE 3 acres in Almo Garage
30x30, well & septic
•Inside climate control
$27,500 Call 759-4189
storage
..wy01)
3 lots
•Security alarmed
3BR, 2b home. Great fami12x50 bld water, septic 1
*Safe & clean
ly home $550 rent $550.
block from boat ramp
•We sell boxes!
security deposit Call 519$13,000 OBO 759-5945
•We rent U-Hauls
1923 (leave message). No
436-6320
753-9600
pets, references required.

150

5 piece Pearl Forum drum
set less than 3 months old
Includes base, floor torn
snare, & 2 toms, hi-ha!
symbols & stand, crash
symbol & stand,. and
throne. 753-5552

CHAMPION
Bloodline
Miniature Schnauzer pups
Ready approximately August 17th 2 males $500
each 1 female $600 Accepting deposit now
759-5921
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
REGISTERED Lab puppies Chocolate Male and
female 6 weeks old
(731)247-5142

&

IM

.:101 :„

Supplies

For Rent

35 Cedar logs
435-4110

WILL clean
house or office's
Evening or weekends
Reasonable rates
References
437-4064 388-4430
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda. 759-9553.
WILL do house cleaning
Commercial or Residential
492-6177

Articles
For Sate
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Public Sale

530

410

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

ABSOLUTE SALE
BANK REPOSSESSION SALE
JULY 19th, 5:45 p.m.
MURRAY AUTO AUCTION
HWY. 641 NORTH, MURRAY, KY

TO BE SOLD TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER

1996 INTERNATIONAL, EAGLE 9300
SERIAL #2HSFBMAR6TC083974
430 H.P. Detroit Diesel, 13-Speed, 40,000# Rear End, Jake
Brake, Tilt, Cruise, Air, Air Ride Cab & Suspension, 12.7 Liter,
252 CU.I. Sheelbase, 72 In. High Rise Pro Sleeper.

We cater to
E-bay shippers
E-bay Elite Program.

Used Cars
2000 Pontiac Bonneville
SLE, Black- leather seating, sunroof, loaded with
options. Sitting in Orscheln
Parking lot $23.600. Call
after 1300pm 436-5557.

MR.POSTMAN

86 Toyota Celica, auto air,
168,xxx mi, $1,500 OBO
Good in town car.
759-3394
96 Honda Accord LX, 4dr,
•• -

Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY •753-8400
w ww.mrpost man-plus.com

SOLD

460
Farms For Sate

Homes For Sale

3800sqft 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn w'riding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687.

3BR, 2 baths on one acre
& 2/10 land One miles
from white beach S23,900
(270)474-8626
514 Whttnell
3br Over 1600sqft 70's
75a-8918

460

oases For Sale
Homes Fc) Sale

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100(7( loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

,-,
1' '1

I

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce,
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

Mend

011ered

Services Offered
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES

AAA CUSTOM BUILT

753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages Carports, Pole
Barns Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Painting
Interior or Exterior,
and wallpapering
Free Estimates
436-5587
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 Or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction'
Remodeling' Repairs*
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272_
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building. additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs, Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways,'Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving,'Seal
coating, *Stripping,
'Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
.For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
-No job too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free estimates 753-0600
MATTS MOWING
CARPORTS Starting at
759-2514
$675. installed. Roy Hill
'Mowing 'Landscaping
(270)436-2113.
Gutter-Cleaning
Cecil McLeod's
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Lawnmower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
Pick-up & delivery
753-5668
753-9814.
MOVING
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Lamb Brothers
We offer a complete line
Cross Country Or Local
of service including
Licensed & Insured Call
'Lawn mowing.
Luke Lamb At
'Landscaping,
1-800-611-6854
*Bed mulching.
270-753-2555
Residental-Commerical
RETIRED PAINTER
Free Estimates -Insured. Will do inside or outside
270-753-6772
painting 492-6278 Bill
270-759-4762
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Residential, Commercial
Siding. Quality Work. Free
or Industrial
Estimates. Over 25 Years
270-435-4645
Experience, Gerald WalSUREWAY
ters. 753-2592.
TREE SERVICE
FENCING
Stump Removal
Midway Fence. All types.
Insured with full line of
Complete services.
equipment
Reasonable prices.
Free estimates
Free Estimate Insured
753-5484
Dickie Farley_ 759-1519.
WEATHER-GUARD
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
WINDOW COMPANY
Trimming, removal, stump
Exterior
grinding, firewood. InsurHome Improvement,
ed. 489-2839.
'Replacement windows,
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
*Vinyl siding,
wanted. No job too small.
'Metal roofing,
Give us a call. Yes we
*Financing available
paint houses
Call for appointment
Phone: 436-5759
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818
HOFFMAN'S
Irrigation & Lawn
Sprinklers
011110111.
'Professional Systems
FILL UP ON VALUE
*Residential
*Commercial
'Free Estimates
, Phone 759-4512
Free Column
Fax 759-9425
Contact Tom or Steve
HOT!
Need your car air
conditioner repaired?
Call J&D Motors
U-haul off Murray
753-6988
Ledger & Times
203 S. Cherry
Mon-Fri 8:00-5:00
Sat 10:00'-2:00

FREE PALLETS
753-1916

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Nurture someone. Tonight: Happy as a
cat.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July
17, 2001:
You have many mixed messages around
you this year. Stay true to yourself. Work
might become unusually demanding and
tax you physically and mentally. Study a
change in your field, one that might be
more suitable to your current personality.
You will see the rewards closer to your
birthday next year. If you are single. you
might find yourself in a relationship in
which your partner is not what you first
thought. You will meet someone special
in spnng 2002. If you are attached, you'll
need time to mellow out. Help your
sweetie to understand you. Also, plan on
special trips together. GEMINI understands you too well!

1997 Chrysler LHS
Pil3 A/C, RW, cassette
78,000 miles $8495
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler * Jacquelyn Watson
753-8355
753-7407 re. 111 N.-12th St. Suite B 759-9854
1997 Mustang Convertible
470
1505 Doran Road Ext 4br,
NC, PAN, Auto. White with
Motorcycles & ATV's
miles.
2 bath, large den 24x24.
tan top. Low
large master bedroom
$12,000. Serious callers
18x20, Ffench doors to 2000 Harley Road King only 753-6496 leave meslarge deck. C/H/A gas 9,000 miles. Mint condi- sage.
Must sell. Reduced to tion, two extra seats. many
Ford Taurus, 112,xxx
other extras (270)527- 1995
$103,000
miles good condition
2931 Evens.
753-5736 436-2320
$3.200 Call after 5pm
759-2562
YAMAHA YZ80 S600
CHARMING 2 bedroom. 1
492-8892
bath Hardwood floors,
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
new central heatair, • fence
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic;
Have
yard. garage, $51.950. By
3-Average. 2-So-so. 1-Difficult
1984 Chevy Silverado
owner. 759-0492
swb, 2wd. Strong 350. AT,
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2 1981 Suburban GL Auto,
power everything, very
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
bath, red brick, double lot, well cared for, good runsharp truck, must sell Call
**** You easily could be pulled into
town edge. Can 753-4109. ning condition, 2dr hatchfor details 435-4499
a tug of war over power, opinions and
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE! back, fold down back seat
plans. Stop. Do you really want this?
Nissan pickup 41985
Priced like a fixer upper, $625 753-2283
Choose to make all your decisions in a
wheel drive, manual transand
but everything new
1992 GMC Jimmy V6- mission Days 753-6116
nonreacuve manner. Detach and follow
ready to move into. 2br, 1
Vortec motor, auto, load- after 6pm 436-5810
your own beat. Someone might give you
bath, carport, utility room.
ed. white. high" mileage 1995 Nissan XL extended
gnef.
but you will feel good about your
$39,900.
condition cab. 4-WHEEL DRIVE!
Excellent
choices. Tonight: Relax to music.
435-4632 or 559-8510
$3.950 753-5463.
Auto, V-6, custom wheels.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
HOME For Sale By Owner 1995 Toyota 4-runner Limnew Michelin! Awesome
*** Expenses go way overboard. You
4br . 3 1,2 bath, 3900sf ited) SR-5, 4wheel Dr
truck! Warranty Call 901might not understand exactly what to do.
home, 10 rooms, 10 clos- Leather. ABS PS, PW
987-9959 for more info
as a diversity of opinion surrounds you.
ets, large TV/entertain- PL, sunroof, Cd player
1997 Ford pick-up, gray,
Don't commit to any solutions until you
ment room, great room Excellent condition
4cyl
5-speed, 57,000
are good and ready. Deal one on one.
&fireplace, den, w/fire- 753-9342 or 762-1831
condition
miles excellent
Tonight: Do your own thinking.
place, large recreation 89 GMC Jimmy Gypsy. 4.3
Call 753-5552
room, large deck, gazebo Liter, V,-6, 2dr, 4x4, A/T,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
w/hot tub, 3 lots (1 acre) RW. P/L, cruise, cold air, 1997 Sportside LS S-10
**** What might be all right for
Sherwood Forest area new tires, runs, & drives Red. 4 cly. 5 speed, excelsomeone else simply doesn't work for
lent condition, 37,xxx miles
Will consider partial trade good.
you. You could find a war erupting. It
(270)559-8063 $7.995 753-6917
for smaller house
takes grace to stay out of a conflict.
$3.300. OBO
(1500-2000sn $176,000 98' Ford LX Explorer 94 Ford F-350 Dually 4
Someone finds you difficult, and vice
door, auto. trans, all pow753-4882.
versa. Do something innocuous and
Loaded, leather, sunroof,
JUST 2 years new Over all power, new tires er, leather, interior, staruncomplicated. Tonight: Smile and relax.
2000 sq ft on large lot 78,000 miles. S13,900, craft customs exterior and
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
i.
miles
59,xxx
interior
4br. 2 12 bath Owner mo- Phone Day 759-4979 or
**
Do as little with others as you can.
$15,500 or best offer. Must
tivated $109,900
nights 753-9382.
energy into your work, and let
your
Put
see. 270-382-2325.
Call Campbell Realty
go of stress. As a result, you'll recycle
WILL trade Clean 83
759-8780
and gain a new perspective while others
Used Cars
Buick Sedan Needs enremodeled
PARTIALLY
quibble. Let go of a low-level depression
gine work plus cash boot
well maintained 2br1 bath
by doing something' just for you.
on 1+ acre shaded land- 1991 Ford Escort GT 1 9-L for good running pickup
Tonight:
Vanish as fast as you can!
4-cyl
436-6321 Days
scaped lot North of Mur- engine, 5-speed,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ray stvtlw,w8d $49,000 154,000 miles, still gets
***** Zero in on what you want.
2mpg city. 31mpg high270-759-9473
Others find a lot of reasons to tngger a
REAL nice 3br house on way 4 new tires, new rear
commotion Another's rebellion takes a
large lot Very economical struts good shape. taken
All electric home Perfect care of $1500 270-377- A affordable hauling junk toll on you if you allow it to. Be direct
clean up tree work, gutter with a child or loved one, but don't
for 1st time buyer or older 2807 or 759-4841
expect immediate compliance Present
couple $52,500 753-1623 1991 Mitsubishi Montero cleaning 436-2867
after 6pm day 753-7455
RS. V6, 3 liter, loaded, A time to take care of your the bottom line. Tonight. Where your
remodeled new Michelin tires, struts & home Affordable work fnends are.
UNIQUELY
older brick home with 3br, CD player, 119 K miles
done to perfection build- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
$6,800 ing, remodeling, additions. ** As pressure builds, even you could
2 bath, basement Family (270)759-2075
room addition with vaulted OBO
porches. decks, roofing. explode You might not be ready for what
ceiling and skylights, wrap- 1993 Mazda Protege Runs siding, concrete, fences. goes down. In fact, if possible, steer
around deck 216 Wood- good CD player. air, new furniture design. and resto- clear, because you also might not want to
lawn Ave Call 753-5091 tires 108K $2800 Call ration Free Estimates deal with the problems Express caring
or 753-9912
753-4380
753-7656
and support for someone close to you

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might think you are going
to get one reaction, but you get another.
Don't get too upset about what is going
on. Many are out of sorts. Be smart: Take
a major detour, and do more smiling.
Recognize that others are tense as well.
Tonight: Swap war stories with fnends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Don't make commitments, particularly financial ones. Mistakes happen
way too easily. You could feel cornered.

People, including you, are in the mood to
contest decisions and ideas. Chill out.
Tonight: Make nice with a fnend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** You mean well, but somehow a key
associate or two misread your intentions.
Don't lose your temper and push someone away. Remember what ultimately is
important to you as well as to others.
Accept someone's gesture, even if you
don't agree. Tonight: Do something nurturing for yourself.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** What you decide about what is
going on could be upsetting. Don't make

Ledger & Times Photo

READY TO TEE OFF...Della Miller (center), former chairperson
for the WATCH Charity Golf Tournament, turns over records to
Peggy Williams (right), Director of WATCH, and new chairperson Peggy Billington, Director of Murray-Calloway County
United Way. The 14th Annual WATCH-United Way Charity Golf
Tournament, will be held at the Oaks Country Club here on
Sept. 8. All proceeds benefit WATCH and United Way agencies.

Surgeon claims success
over artificial heart
said, the decision was made to
Robert Dowling called his brother implant the AbioCor device.
the night before he implanted the
In the 13 days since the operation,
first self-contained artificial heart in the patient has been recovering in a
a human being.
cardiac intensive care unit. He has
"I said I never felt more prepared been on and off a breathing machine
for anything in my life," Dowling and he required more surgery to
said. "I told him I felt like the batter have fluid drained around the intercoming up to the plate in the bottom nal battery.
of the ninth in the World Series and
The patient, listed in critical but
you know you're going to hit a stable condition, talks to his family
when he is off the breathing
home run."
Two weeks later, the AbioCor machine, and he is able to sit in a
device is still sustaining the life of chair.
the unidentified recipient, described
The operation itself started like
by Jewish Hospital only as a man in any other open-heart procedure,
his 50s with diabetes and a history with the Cutting of the breastbone.
of heart problems.
The heart "was huge, just a very
The implant team spent more than big, huge heart,- enlarged by its
three years preparing for the historic struggle to pump blood, Gray said.
seven-hour surgery, according to
The surgeons cut most of the heart
Dowling and fellow University of away from the surrounding organs
Louisville surgeon Dr. Laman Gray. and tissue. It was a very difficult
Dowling and Gray discussed the process, Dowling said, because it's
operation in interviews with the easy to unintentionally punch a hole
Louisville
Courier-Jourrial --in-- in the- heart:•
Sunday's editions.
When the heart was free, the docThe team spent hundreds of hours tors implanted an electrical coil that
putting the device in dozens of is used to keep the AbioCor's_intercalves and pigs. and in the process nal battery charged. They also put in
they sharpened their techniques and the battery and a controller that regcame together as a cohesive surgical ulates the heart's rate.
unit.
The surgeons routed the blood
Gray and Dowling met the patient through a heart and lung machine,
five days before the procedure.
and then excised the heart itself.
Doctors gave the man one month
The artificial heart was snapped
to live if he didn't undergo the oper- into place, and the team began
ation. Along with severe heart dis- transferring the patient from the
ease, he suffered from diabetes and heart-lung machine to the AbioCor.
kidney problems. He had grown so The tricky procedure involves startweak. Gray said, he could barely ing the artificial heart to expel the
walk and was unable to eat or digest air, and then gradually transferring
the circulating blood from one
protein.'
The man was treated to see if his machine to the other.
condition could be improved
The heart eventually took over for
enough to make him a candidate for the heart-lung machine, pumping
a transplanted human heart. When it blix)d through the patient's body for
was clear that wasn't possible. Gray
the first time.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.,(AP)- Dr.

Graham in critical
condition after fall

assumptions. Do what you need to do to
verify information. Focus on work, efficiency and doing your best. Extend yourself to a co-worker or friend. Tonight:
Exercise away stress.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
*** You feel as if you must make a
choice. Really, it is your call. You might
hit a dead end when creatively brainstorming. Someone might be unusually
demanding. Give this person space, and
be sure to leave reminders about how
much you care. Tonight: Do something
special for a loved one.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

** Pressure builds to a new level. You
can't win right now, especially with a
difficult authority figure or boss.
Remember your pnorities, and don't
compromise your integrity. A family
member supports you in the most caring
way. Be thankful. Tonight: Head on
home.

4Girl Scouts,

Where Girls Grow Strong

Kick up
your heels
aed have
a little fah
with the
Olt/&vats/
VOLUNTEER TODAY,
CALL 1 -888-771 -5171
WWW KYANAGS ORG

BOISE, Idaho (AP)- Katharine
Graham, who has guided The
Washington Post for three decades,
was in critical condition following
surgery after tumbling on a walkway.
The 84-year-old chairman of the
executive committee of The
Washington Post Company was in
Sun Valley to attend a business conference and fell Saturday afternoon
on a path outside a condominium,
said Chip Knight, spokesman for
the Post company.
Graham was taken first to St.
Luke's hospital in the Sun Valley
area, and then by helicopter to the
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical
Center in Boise. hospital spokeswoman Amy Miller said. Her
injuries and what type of surgery
Graham underwent were not disclosed.
"At this time we are releasing no
other information at the request of
the family." Miller said Sunday.
Graham's son, Donald E.
Grahain, chairman of the Post company. was with his mother, along

with daughter Elizabeth "Lally"
Weymouth. The family members
were not granting interviews.
Katharine Graham arrived in Sun
Valley on Tuesday, Knight said. The
gathering, the Allen & Co. Annual
Conference, is held by investment
banker Herburt Allen Jr. for business, communication and entertainment executives. The meeting
began Tuesday and ended Saturday
night.
Graham took over the Post company in 1963 after the death of her
husband.
In two decades,she built the paper
her father had purchased at bankruptcy auction into a media empire
that ranked on the Fortune 500 list
by the time she turned over the
reigns to her son in 1993.
The Post's resurgence was most
visible during the turbulent 1970s,
in the showdown over the Pentagon
Papers. a secret study of the
Vietnam War, and in the newspaper's dogged pursuit of the
Watergate scandal that brought
down President Nixon.

Need 9X,E.1, information on studentfinancial"aid?

Ate

Contact: Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 US Highway 127S
Frankfort, KY 40601-4323
(800)928-8926
www.kheaa.com

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: We are having a
real problem with our teen-age son,
who has what we call a nervous condition. At times, he's out of control. He
places and replaces things in the
house, uses vile language, kicks his
legs randomly, won't cooperate and
stares off into space. We are reluctant
to suggest therapy for fear he will
attack us or burn the house down. It's
that bad. Is this a physical or emotional problem?
DEAR READER: I cannot answer
your question on the basis of the scant
information' you supply. If your son
has had a serious head injury, for
example, his behavior may have a
physical basis. Other diagnoses to
consider include seizure disorders,
brain tumors and marked emotional
disturbance.
In addition, your son's leg movements and uttered expletives could
reflect Tourette's syndrome, a neurological affliction marked by twitching,
sudden and inappropriate vocalizations and behavioral changes. Also,
don't forget substance abuse. It has to
be at the top of the list for teens, who
— in our society as well as in others
— appear to be experimenting with
drugs more frequently than was the
case a decade ago.
Unquestionably, your son needs
treatment. Before this, he needs a
diagnosis.
I gather from your comments that
you are fearful of his destructive tendencies. Under the circumstances, I
believe that your course of action is
clear.
Insist your son be examined by a
doctor. The boy probably knows something is wrong and, during a lucid
phase, might welcome some professional attention to define the root of
his problem. I urge you to stress that
you view him as needing medical help
and that an examination may be the
first step in getting well.
If he refuses, you have every right
to involve the police or other authorities and, given your situation, I
wouldn't hesitate to do so. Because
your son's behavior is potentially
harmful to himself and others, you
have a moral responsibility to intervene on his behalf. Take note, however; before confronting him with your
decision, make absolutely certain that
you have adequate support in case he
does become violent.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

No matter the cause of his symptoms - physical or emotional - therapy
is available. However, your son is
unlikely to improve without professional intervention.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Reports "Tourette's Syndrome" and
"Where to Get Help: Substance Abuse
and Mental Health." Other readers
who would like copies should send $2
per report to P.O. Box 2017, Murray

Hill Station, New York, NY 10156. Be
sure to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: About a year ago,
my tongue started burning. I've tried
vitamins, antibiotics and herbals, to
no avail. What else can I do?
DEAR READER: Glossitis (tongue
inflammation) can cause burning and
has many causes, including irritation
(often from astringent mouth washes)
and infection. Badly fitting dentures
can also provoke symptoms, as can
vitamin deficiencies (especially B-12).
One variant of the disease, called
Moeller's glossitis, is a chronic tongue
inflammation seen primarily in middle-aged women. Its, cause is
unknown.

DEAR ABBY: Last night, my
wife and I attended a potluck
dinner. It was held in an older home
that had recently been moved on a
truck from its original location.
During the evening, I had to use
the bathroom. The door opened
inward, and I pushed it closed from
the inside. When I was ready to
leave, I realized the door knob was
missing. I pulled on the towel rack
attached to the back of the door, but
it came off in my hand. The door
was firmly stuck in its frame, and
there was no way to open it.
I unlatched the window. Unlike
the door, it was loose in its frame
and wouldn't stay up. I used the
towel rack to prop it open while I
climbed out. Unfortunately, as I
was making my escape, my foot
caught on the towel rack. The
window came crashing down. It
shattered, attracting the attention
of everyone there.
My wife says the proper thing to
do would have been to bang on the
bathroom door and wait for someone to let me out. Abby, I am a professional man and to do that would
have been undignified.
My wife says I should pay to
replace the broken window. I think
they are lucky I didn't sprain my
ankle when I jumped out.
What is the correct protocol for
dealing with this type of unexpected
social situation?
LOCKED IN THE LOO

DEAR LOCKED: When someYou need professional advice, one is locked in a confined
rather than self-treatment with the space — professional or not —
dignity flies out the door and
methods you mention. See a dentist.
sometimes claustrophobia sets
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
in. It could have been a long
time before someone heard you
or you were missed.
Your wife is right that you
should Late pounded on the
door so someone had the option
Girl Scouts. of letting you out of the bathky0,09,0,9 room. You are fortunate that
the only injury you suffered
was to your pride. Now, be a
Needed immediately. Caring
gentleman and write your hosts
adults to mentor girls in topa check to cover thc damage.
notch organization. No experience necessary. Benefits start
immediately and include friends,
fun and unlimited opportunity for

growth. Call today! 1-888-771-5171

/ CA,N'T
You'RE GOING TO BE
QUITE SURPRISED
WAIT
\
WHEN 10U HEAR WHAT
TO HEAR
IT
I'VE GOT TO SAY

DEAR ABBY: I'm responding to
the letter from "Stacey in St. Petersburg," the Jewish woman who
wants to include the breaking of the
glass in her nontraditional wedding

I'M ABSOLUTELY STARVING
TO DEATH AND I LEFT
MY WALLET AT
HOME

41

4".

7

CAT-1-1V
inn%-ONE WEEKS A VEAR:
NO ONE
APPRECIATES
WHAT I
DO HERE!!

( NO ONE
EVEN KNOWS
WHAT I
DO HERE!!

NOONE
COULD DO
WHAT I
DO HERE!!

SOMEONE MIGHT FIND
OUT WHAT I DO HERE!'.!

LOOKING BACK

ceremony, but whose mother feels it
wouldn't be appropriate.
I am Catholic; my husband is
Jewish. For our interfaith wedding,
we took traditions from each faith
and incorporated them into the ceremony. Both a priest and a cantor
officiated, and our vows were made
under the chuppah.
My husband said his vows in
Hebrew, and I said mine in English.
At the end, my husband broke the
glass. The cantor chose not to
attribute a religious meaning to the
tradition. He said, "May your marriage and love last as long as it
takes to put all the pieces of the
glas.s back together." Both mothers
lit the unity candle.
It was a beautiful ceremony, and
three years later, we still receive
compliments from guests of both
faiths.
"Stacey" should include any tradition she wants in their ceremony.
Her mother should not stand on
propriety, but instead be pleased
that her daughter wants to incorporate the breaking of the glass in the
ceremony.
HAPPY INTERFAITH COUPLE
IN ARIZONA

DEAR HAPPY COUPLE: As
long as there is no objection by
the clergy performing the ceremony, I see no reason why the
bride shouldn't include any tradition that's meaningful to her.
P.S. The cantor at your wedding was sensitive and wise.
*5*

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
*5*

HELP
WANTED

Ten years ago
Forty-five volunteers of Murray's 614th National Guard Military
Police Company heading to Saudi
Arabia received a hero's send-off,
sponsored by members of H. Eddie
Roberts VFW Post 6291 at the National Guard Armory on July 12.
Harold G. Doran Jr. and Don W.
Kassing have been elected as members of the board of directors of the
National Scouting Museum.
Births reported include a boy to
Kc_•ith and Amy Orr, June 28.

Twenty years ago
Dr. Woodfin Hutson of Murray
was named president-elect of the
Kentucky Dental Association at the
121st annual session held at the
Galt House in Louisville.
James A. Schwartz has been
named manager for the West Kentucky area of the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Thomas Ringstaff, June 24; a boy to Max and
Kathy Cleaver, July 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Burkeen were
married for 60 years July 4.
Thirty years ago
High winds, driving rain and hail
lashed through Calloway County
and Western Kentucky on July 14
causing property damages over a
widespread area including downed
trees in Calloway County. Published is a picture of workmen from
Murray Electric System replacing a
pole that was knocked down in the
storm.
Murray State University Golf
Coach Buddy Hewitt shot a one-under-par at Rolling Hills golf course

at Paducah to win the Rolling Hil)s
Invitational Golf Tournament over
s
Dave Barclay.
include
a
girl
to
Births reported
Mr. and Mrs. Michael William
Free, July 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Duncan, July 9.
Forty years ago
The final awarding of the contract for construction of the MurrayCalloway County Airport was made
July 14 at a meeting of the Airport
Board at Murray City Hall, The bid
was awarded to M & H Construction Company. Airport board members are Buford Hurt, chairman, H.
Glenn Doran, Verne Kyle, Bill
Thurman, Hugh Oakley, George
Hart and Z.C. Enix.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Allbritten, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Wilson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dayton
Thweatt.
Fifty years ago
Pat L. Harrell, seaman, United
States Navy, will visit Athens,
Greece, when the landing ship USS
Rushmore docks there on July 23.
"Thirteenth Street from Vine
Street to Wells Boulevard will be
paved by the time the city paving
program is complete," from column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams, general
manager.
Mrs. Merle Robertson and Mrs.
Preston Boyd directed a lesson on
"Weaving Straw Mats and Round
Bread Baskets" at a meeting of
North Murray Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Zeffie
Woods.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

Famous Hand

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 16, the
197th day of 2001. There are 168
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 16, 1945, the United
States_ exploded its first experimental atomic bomb, in the desert of
Alamogordo, N.M.
On this date:
In 1951, the novel "The Catcher
in the Rye" by J.D. Salinger was
first published.
In 1969, Apollo 11 blasted off
from Cape Kennedy on the first
manned mission to the surface of
the moon.
In 1973. during the Senate Watergate hearings, former White
House aide Alexander P. Butterfield publicly revealed the existence of President Nixon's secret
taping system.
In 1980, former California Governor Ronald Reagan won the Republican presidential nomination at
the party's convention in Detroit.
In 1981, singer Harry Chapin
was killed when his car was struck
by a tractor-trailer on New York's
Long Island Expressway.
In 1999. John F. Kennedy Jr.,
his wife, Carolyn. and her sister,
Lauren Bessette, died when their
single-engine plane plunged into
the ocean near Martha's Vineyard.
Mass.
One year ago: Families and
friends of the victims of the TWA
Flight 800 explosion broke ground
for a new memorial on the Long Island shore not far from where the
plane went down, killing all 230
people on board.

North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 9 8 3
Q 86 5
•A3
+A 6 4
WEST
EAST
+7
J 64
V 10 7 4 2
K J 93
•Q J 10 5 2
•6 4
+753
+ K 10 98
SOUTH
#A K Q52
•A
•K 9 8 7
46QJ 2
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
2+
1 NT
Pass
4+
Pass
5•
6+
Openinglead—queen ofdiamonds.
If you look at all four hands,
you might wonder how declarer
made six spades. But, in fact, he
did when the deal was played in
the 1975 European championship
match between Israel and France.
The bidding, which included
an artificial one-diamond opening
by South, went as shown when an
Israeli pair held the North-South
cards. (The French North-South
pair at the other table stopped at
four spades, making five.) West
led the queen ofdiamonds against

six spades, and declarer, Sam Lev,
made his first good move by taking
the queen in his hand with the
king.
He then played the A-K-Q of
trumps and queen of clubs. East
won with the king and returned the
ten of clubs. Lev took the ten with
thejack and cashed the ace ofhearts,
producing this position:
North
•10
Q 86
•A
East
V 10 74
•4
+98

West
VKJ 9
•J 10 5

South
+52
4987
+2
Lev now led the club deuce,
and West was in trouble. He had to
discard a heart or a diamond, and
either discard was destined to be
fatal.
If West parted with a heart,
Lev would ruff the six of hearts,
lead a diamond to the ace and ruff
the eight of hearts to establish the
queen as his twelfth trick. And if
West discarded a diamond, Lev
would cash the ace of diamonds,
ruff a heart and ruff the eight of
diamonds to establish the nine. Either way, West was a goner.

Tomorrow: Less is more.
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37 Large bird
38 Sight organ
39 Lawyer, for
short
40 "— Got a
Secret"
41 N-C) linkup
42 — receiver
44 Puffed up
47 For later use
(2 wds I
-Magnon
51
52 Yoko. et al
53 Oodles
54 British Navy
abbr
55 Salamander
56 "Auld Lang

1 Yale student
4 Word with
versa or
squad
8 Designer —
Wang
12 Cereal spike
13 Scent
14 — — the
ground floor
15 — Grande
16 Covered with
clear plastic
18 "To be — —
to be"
20 Repair
21 NBC series
22 Towel
insignia
23 Single item
27 Completion
29 Perch
30 School (Fr.)
31 "—, Myself
and Irene"
32 Very small
33 Gnaw
34 TV's Roker
35 Parrot
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PA
AISSW
W
S A IR

memory
7 Indians
8 Type of
bridge
9 Suffix
10 Caviar
11 In addition
17 Nolte ID

1 — Saannen
2 Den
3 Pressed
4 Fencing leap
5 Mountain on
Crete
6 — to
7

13
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9
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Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

19 Alternative
word
22 Hasten
24 Negative
25 "Now — -me down to
sleep"
26 T of TV
27 — Thompson
28 Adroit
29 Stitch
30 — Claire
Wis.
32 The — —"
(Kirk Douglas
film)
33 Uncle
(Scottish)
36 Hartford's St.
37 — Brothers
38 Time periods
40 Concepts
41 Chemical
suffix
43 "This — It"
44 — noir
45 Military unit
46 Fling here
and there
47 Electrically
charged atom
48 Compass pt
49 Tier
50 Max —
Sydow

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail
(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)

3 mo.

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
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Farm
Monday, July 16, 2001

Agriculture Update
By GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent

Purchase Area Corn Field Day
Generally Performance Trials. The trials will puter programs to help producers in ing with too much sun exposure and
how to deal with the issue.
speaking at this be supported by other programs, management decisions with crop.
An evening meal will be served,
"Weedmark" is a computer propoint in time, such as using supplemental nitrogen
producers
allow
to
is sponsored by the Fulton
designed
which
gram
litter.
poultry
corn is looking for use with
Recent
Another supporting seminar to the ability to input certain wced County Agriculture Council, Tyson
well.
rains have been help corn and row crop producers problem species and get results of Foods, ConAgra and the Tennessee
great for corn, will be a program presented by Ric the most effective and cost efficient Valley Region Farm Family
but a few areas of Bessin and Don Hershman, UK program to deal with the particular Association.
the county have Plant Pathologists, to show effects weed problems.
Please mark your calendar for
Also, a manure spreadsheet pro- July 31 and attend a great educationnot re1/4.ci'.cd as much rainfall as oth- of corn after corn and the consegram will be showcased at the event al event for corn producers. Give me
ers. Producers will need more rain- quences of the action.
Dr. M. Scott Smith, dean of the to give instruction to people who a call for questions or for more
fall to really benefit the corn crop to
College of Agriculture at the UK, may be applying animal manures to information about the field day.
fruition for outstanding yields.
needs.
nutrient
for
The Purchase Area Corn Field will bring to the group comments crops
Day will be taking place July 31 in from the College of Agriculture at Information from the exhibition of
Educational programs of the
Fulton County. The event will begin the UK. Dr. Spith has been appoint- these programs can be very benefiCooperative Extension
Kentucky
at 5 p.m. on this day and be held two -ed dean to the College of cial to the corn field day attendee.
all people regardserve
Service
proagricultural
the
Safety for
.ntiles west of Jordan on Highway Agriculture within the past year.
age, sex, relirace,
color,
of
less
Displays of other educational ducer is of paramount concern, and
: 116.: The highway: is also the state
origin.
or
national
gion,
disability,
line road west of Fulton, Ky. Signs programs •will be available at the one major problem of people workof
Kentucky
Kentucky,
University
skin
or
exposure
sun
is
will be posted to adequately assure field day also:Using the Internet to ing outdoors
attendee's of proper destination.
access UK College of Agriculture's problems associated with the over- State University, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and Kentucky
The Corn Field Day will feature informational resources will be dis- exposure. An educational opportunicounties, cooperating.
dealperson
the
outdoors
• University of Kentucky Corn cussed along with a couple of com- ty awaits

Photo submitted

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, Murray,
has listed this short haired gray cat, male, 12 weeks old,
(left) and this long haired black and white cat, male, 12
weeks old, among the many animals available for adoption.
Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have
lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and
closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

Variety trials gives farmers needed info

MSU Photo

SUPERB COMMITMENT ... Danny Kingins (left) accepts a plaque
from Murray State University Agriculture Alumni Association
member and past president Will Ed Clark in recognition to
Kingins superb commitment to MSU and the agriculture
community. Kingins is the current Outstanding Agriculture
Alumni of MSU.

Kin gins honored
by Murray State

by LAURA SKILLMAN
PRINCETON, Ky. — Every
spring the University of Kentucky
Agronomy Department establishes a
series of variety trials around the
state. The trials are conducted in an
effort to further information on the
latest hybrids to farmers.
These test plots, generally corn,
soybeans and wheat, are filled with
an assortment of seed hybrids and
are evaluated primarily on how they
yield during that year.
Other information to consider is
moisture, stand, lodging and test
weight. Information is cataloged and
many orthe varieties are tectettnver
a period of several years.
"UK is a source of unbiased
information available to farmers and
county agents in the state," said
William Pearce, UK agronomist
who conducts the corn trials.
The corn hybrids chosen for testing are those likely to be commercially available the following planting season. There are three separate
tests done based on maturity - early,
mid and late season.
The majority of corn planted by
Kentucky farmers are medium
maturing hybrids, Pearce said.
Therefore, the majority of the
hybrids in the trials are also medium
maturing. This year there are 68
medium maturing (113-117 days),
44 early maturing(112 days or earlier)and 10 late maturing(118 days or
longer) in the trials.
Each corn hybrid is grown in
three replications at each of the
seven locations. Pearce suggests
farmers look at the two-year location tables (4E-2YR, 5M-2YR,6L2YR)in the agronomy department's
publication PR-434 for any hybrid
being considered for a particular
farming operation. That represents
seven locations with 42 replications.
He also suggests that fanners

for high school students where he
MSU News Bureau
Keeping .close ties. With his'alma judges the tobacco contests. Kingins
mater is something that comes natu- can also be found serving as liaison
rally for the current Outstanding and corporate representative at gathAgriculture Alumni representative, erings such as Murray's Freedom
Danny Kingins. His extension of Fest activities.
Kingins is a member of the Good
time ancl..expertise have been the
focal point of many thriving projects Shepard Methodist Church and is
in the school of agriculture and will actively involved with training barcontinue long after he turns the title rel horses to run in four-year-old
futurities. In only five Years of comover to his successor this fall.
Will Ed Clark, former recipient petition, he has become known
of the coNeted award, says Kingins throughout the circuit as one of the
exemplifies and excels in each of the leading barrel horse owners in the
criteria that the MSU Agriculture United States.
Alumni Association critiques when
selecting a winner from the nominations submitted each year.
Kingins graduated from Murray
State in 1983 with a bachelor of science degree in agriculture and has
• INSURANCE of Murray
worked diligently to make contributions that encompass both the proAUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE
duction and agribusiness sector of
that field. Born to Mr. and Mrs. B.J.
Kingins and'raised on a family farm
in Calloway County where the main
302 N. 12th Street
enterprise was. dark-fired tobacco,
Tony Boyd
Murray
Your partner In protection
Kingins went on To establish a successful career with a national tobacco company. Shortly after receiving
his degree, he was hired as supervisor of leaf .processing for what is
now known as U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco Manufacturing Corp.
Limited Partnership in Hopkinsville,
Ky. He quickly rose to plant superintendent, manager of leaf purchasing and processing, and assistant
plant manager. He was just recently
promoted to plant manager of the
facility.
Over the past several years, his
leadership has helped strengthen
educational ventures between the
tobacco industry, producers and the
university: Some of the most recent
We rent front end loaders/backhoes.
projects that Kingins has been
involved with at the university from
the ground level up include the Dark
Tobacco Barn Project. the USST
. Leadership Development Program
and scholarship assistance to
• Murray State students of agriculture.
His face is familiar at campus events
such as the annual FFA Field Day
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Murray Rental
& Sales

This year, there are six soybean
look at numerous sources of data to
garner their information on variety tests in five locations with 27 conperformance, such as county agent ventional varieties and 124 Roundup
data and individual company data. Ready varieties in the studies. In
Many companies conduct strip trial addition, there are 19 novel soybean
tests throughout the state that can varieties, value-added such as natto,
provide useful information to the high protein and tofu types and 11
farming community.
public varieties, ones put out by
"One thing about all of it is you state soybean breeders.
have to be consistent and fair to the
Soybean varieties have been seecompanies and their products," he ing a half bushel per acre yield
said.
increase annually and to keep on the
For 2001,seven sites are selected culling edge every few years a
for corn and five for soybean variety farmer needs to change varieties, he
performance trials with the plots
said.
being rotated every fourth year.
By:looking at the performance
An: important stepL in profitable test
information, a fanner can select
soybean production is selecting
that may be yielding one
variety
a
good quality seed of the best varithan another and over a
bushel
more
eties for your management system,
that can amount to
field,
500-acre
said Eugene Lacefield,- UK soybean
differences,
economic
substantial
variety testet. Performance of a variety across a period of years and at Lacefield noted.
Yield is the primary factor but
several locations in the state is the
the only measure of a variety, he
not
best indicator of its production
said. Other factors include maturity.
ootential.

lodging resistance and disease
resistance. The economic management and control of weeds are additional factors to consider with the
advent of Roundup Ready soybeans.
The most important thing about
the UK test plots is that it is a way to
evaluate as accurately as possible
different corn hybrids in different
conditions and different soil types,
said Lincoln Martin, Fulton County
extension agent for agriculture and
natural resources. Corn variety trials
are being conducted in Fulton
County this year.
Lacefield said--he believes-the
summary table that outlines how a
variety did across the various test
sites is the best information for
fanners to review. The information
from individual sites is more limited
and more likely to be impacted by
factors such as weather and management.

West Kentucky

Rural Telephone Cooperative
Annual Meeting
Trustee Elections • Door Prizes • 50th Anniversary Display

Saturday, July 21
Graves County High School
Hwy. 121 North,
Mayfield, KY
7 p.m.
The Hawkins Quartet will provide Musical Entertainment from 5 -7 p.m.

TRUSTEE NOMINEES:
Disnucr 2
Jeff Davis,Cunningham in Carlisle Co.
Danette H. Rowe,Cunningham in Carlisle Co.
Dis-riucr 7
Tony Goodman,Folsomdale and West Plains in Graves Co.

DisTRIcr 9
Jerry Stephenson, Cottage Grove, Cypress and Puryear in
Henry Co.
John E. Carter, Cottage Grove, Cypress and Puryear in
Henry Co

• Visit booths that show how service is established in your home
• See our 50th Anniversary display, and chat with some of our retirees
who will be helping out

